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FERDINAND PINNEY EARLE
HAS A NEW AFFINITY.
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COOK'S CLAIM

MILLIONAIRE

ORDNANCE TESTS IN
KANSAS IN OCTOBER.

PAIS

Fool of a Woman Though

Bright and
Talented, Follows Ostracized
Artist to Europe.

TRODUGE BRYAN

APPLlCiSTlONSFOR

at Fort Riley Regular Attacks Will Be Made on
the Redoubts.
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-

Max Gardner Writes Captain
state.

Fred Fornoff a Letter
From Mexico.

Iff
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San Antonio. Texas, Sept. 2. Much
speculai ion as to the outcome of the
new ordnance te.Ms is the order of
the day anient: the officers at Fott
Sam Houston.
The tests will take
place at Fort Riley Kansas, in the
department of Texas, during October,
and are ro establish whether the
artillery material is as superior
to the present equipment as has been
claimed.
Preparations for the
SALOON KEEPER KILLS RfVAL
are now being made at the
meiu headquarters at Fort Sant Hons
ton.
The tests will consist of a regular Gun Battle in Colorado Town
attack on the redoubts of Fort Riley
Over Enforcement of
and will be put on an active service
basis as closely as possible. The field
Liquor Laws.
pieces to be used have the following
......
;
i
.. . .
in incites; anu
...5
t.ij Spokane, Wash., Se'it. 2. Rarrlcad- inches; howitzers, 3.S inches; 4.7' ed in his home defying the
police,
inches and six inches. It is thought
'John Glinderinan, a crazy butcher,
that the latter tv0 will prove more! murdered
him wife this morning by
efficient than the five and 7
inchj choking her. Then he put u; a des-- j
pieces at the tests in !ii)7 made on!
perate fight with the officers before he
the same reuobts.
TT.i i
ivnii t:ll,-o.......j
Hie tests nf that year proved very after a hard
struggle, during which he
nteresttng, and. as far as the anil-- nearly bit off a finger of Detective
lery employed was concerned, a total WHr and kick?d auU matched the
fatlure 1 he mch projectiles failed othor HfJit;e!.s.
Glin(U,nan was jnlox.
to make the slightest impression on'in-.f,the redoubt, proving that the works
Desperate Gun Battle.
were well suited for infantry shelter.
Colo., Sept. 2. In a desFlorence,
The 5 inch shell used was also powerless against the redoubt. Thou..h perate gun battle on the streets of
Williamsburg, two miles from here
containing twice the "quantity cf ex-- this
nioriiins Paul Palio, a saloonkeep:!
ptosne carried by the inch shell it er, and
Deputy Marshal Edward Jones
failed to penetrate the overhead protection of the position. The 7 inch were both badly wounded. Jones was
howitzer shell, however, proved very shot in the abdomen, and Palio in his
head and breast. Both are in a dandestructive.
condition. The shooting was
gerous
The shrapnel efficiency of the varithe
of an attempt to enforce the
result
ous caliber will also be carefully tested. Many army engineers and ord- liquor selling laws. A general fight
nance officers as well as General Al- resulted in which Jones and Marshal
i
bert I.. Myer, department command- Palmetto participated. The latter, it
er, and his staff, will witness the is said, shot Palio who is a business
tests. Artillery officers at Fort Sam rival.
Houston are confident that the new
guns will necessitate a material SAN ANTONIO OBJECTS
change in fortification and trench.
TO STATE RANGERS.

He Will Land at Begins Humiliating
Term of ImprisonCopenhagen Satment Today
urday Afternoon

at the Clovis Chautauqua

10 IRE VICTIMS

Will Take Place

New York, Sept 2. Ferdinand Pin-- j
Ac-- I
ney Earle has a new "affinity."
companied by Miss Gertrude Buell
Dun, a socialist like himself, who has
many friends in Colorado, Xew York,
Chicago and California, Earle has
gone abroad for an indefinite stay.
''We are going to work out our destinies according to our" ideals," is the
word he left with his friends. They
are traveling as brother and sister
under- an assumed jjame. Xot only ADVANCED
are they determined never to marry,
but also never to enter into any relation even approaching the marriage

Booked for Address

NO. 201

1909.

Drunken Butcher
Murders Wife by
Choking Her

new-fiel-

STORiES VEBiFIED TREATED AsWhER CONVICTS

Discovery of the North Pole Request for Better Food and
Was Climax uf a Fishing
Comfortable Coach
Denied Him.
Trip.

Although Earle had a child by each
his wives the one who divorced
him in Paris, and Miss Julia Kuttner,1
the original "affinity" who is now suGovernor Curry has accepted an in- ing to have her marriage annulled
San Rafael, Calif. Sept. 2. William
Xew York, Sept. 2. Members of
vitation to- be at Clovis, Curry coun- he has determined, his friends say, the Geographical Arctic Exporins and Rradburg, the aged millionaire, sentty, on September 17, to make an ad- to become a celibate.
other scientific societies in America enced to serve a year in the penitendress at the Clovis Chautauqua and
do not in the least doubt that Dr. Fred- tiary for perjury in connection with
Only
to
strict
by
adhering
celibacy
to introduce Colonel William .1. vry- - le has decided, is it nnssihlp tn ror.1 erick Cook, of Brooklyn, has really a mortgage held by him on property
an of Lincoln, Nebraska, who will lec - ;ize the hisnest iiLerarv and artistic discovered the north pole. His inti- in this county, was taken to prison
ture cn "The Prince of Peace."
ideals
At the game
he and mates declare that when the explorer today. When he arrived, he was
of
May Stop at Gallup and Las Cruces. 1Tiss Dunn are collaborating on what reaches Copenhagen, probably on Sat- searched, measured for a suit
Governor Curry today addressed a they hope will be the great epic of
and
prison
clothing,
photographed,
he
be
will
able
urday afternoon,
a bath. His long hair was cu;
letter to President Taft transmitting the sex problem a deeplv philosophic to
amply verify his claims. Scientists given
of
of
the
the urgent request
people
treatise dealing with the relations of declare they can easily tell from Dr. off his beard shaved off and he was
attired in stripes.
Gallup and of Las Unices tnat trie men and women, marriage, and what Cook's records and
figures if he reachThen he was measured for the
presidential train make stops long it may lead to.
ed the pole.
cabinet.
enough in those towns to permit the
Warden Hoyle said
The discovery of the pole by Cook the millionaire will be
President to address the people at
END IS ALWAYS THE SAME.
put to work in
was the termination of a voyage which the
both communities.
The Presidential
jute mill tomorrow. Bradbury's
train is scheduled to pass Gallup Millionaire's Wife Leaves Him to Ac- started as a fishing trip. On July 3, request tha the be permitted to pro1907, Cook, as the guest of John R. vide extra food and a comfortable
about noon and Las Cruces about 8
company Her Husband's Chaufa wealthy New Yorker, in- couch for himself was denied.
o'clock the following morning.
Bradley,
feur to Denver from Illinois.
in sports and who has folterested
Applications for Parole.
.:s3?
The following is a list of names of
Denver, Colo., Seit. 2. Prom the lowed Cook's polar expedition closely, TIMELY WARNING TO
left Gloucester, Mass., aborad Bradconvicts who have made applications palace of a millionaire in
AMERICAN MOTHERS.
Jacksonville,
for parole to be considered at the 111., to a hairdresser's
schooner yacht for a fishing trip
ley's
in
next meeting of the penitentiary Denver, was the toll apprentice Mrs. up the Labrador coast.
,
paid, by
Paris Full of Temptations and Pitcommissioners:
The
master
was
Lina
Haskell
wife
of
sailing
Captain
John
Cherry,
falls for Young Women AmbiMcGeorge Black, sentenced from
o o v. 'o Moses Bartlett
who was with Peary
PhprrV Tl'Vl fin Cha lft
hay
'v
tious in Music.
Kinley county for robbery and assault home without a farewell word.
on the Roosevelt when she left for the
to
with intent
kill.
Peter Huxton, chauffeur for Mrs. north with half a dozen Xew Found- - Xew
Herman
York, Sept. 2. Mme. MarguerWallis, sentenced from
Cherry, left Jacksonville at the same landers, the latter to act as guides.
C"..l..
i.. ....
i...
no
nit- uiiuia uuiiua
Luna count, for receiving stolen prop- - time.
owva,
nf
Jr
to
to
and
the
the
Jacksonville
weather
accident
According
Heavy
rtv
returned from France t0 sin
centy
who
in
told Chief Armstrong engines compelled landing
North in ..CarnieUj. issued a
to
Ben Roberts, sentenced from So- - authorities,
Star bay where some days were spent AnieriCan mothers who warning
are sending
corro county, for unlawfully drawing the story over
Imme- - hunttng and fishinz. Then it was that their
phone both came' t0
daughters to Paris for a musical
flourishing deadly weapon.
GAME PLAYED BY
Cook became fired with the ambition education
Andalecia Sena, sentenced from lately.
County and City Peace Officers ReMrsCOAL COMPANIES.
Cherry did come here, lived to reach the pole He spoke to Brad- sent Interference and Assert
San Miguel county, for murder.
..Amerlcan women are raakinR a
Albert King, sentenced from Mora here for a time- - then suffered the fate ley about it, but the latter declined to fat4J ml8take ,n trusting their daugh- They Can Keep Order.
of others under similar circumstances, oin in the trip. Cook then organized
ters to the allurements, the pitfalls, They Return Their Lands for Assesscounty, for assault with a pistol.
'
ment at $1.90 Per Acre, the ValMaximiano Ramirez, sentenced from was left to shift for herself. She took a. party of Eskimo and with Rudolph 0(a Parisin muslc education," said
San Antonio, Tex., Seyt. 2. Recent
uation Placed on Grazing Land.
Dona Ana county for assault with "P hairdressing, and was endearvoring rraiiKe, maae preparations ror me ex-- Mfie. Sylva.
of the state rangers to San Anvisits
i'
rAto
.
190
earn
of
learn enough
a living pedition. Bradley, in August,
it to
a
,. J
deadly weapon.
il,..
tonio have not lft the citizens in
in
Xew
to
Colo.
York.
2.
turned
that
Denver,
way.
The
from
sentenced
United
Sept.
Quirene Sandoval,
American girls so to Paris yearlv. in
mood in their attitude towards
States geological survey Of 1900 states
Union county, for murder.
.
Following upon her other misforCook hart an entirelv
IS,
i,
WT different idea
ut
the state executive. Sheriff Lindsey,
,,1,are
sentenced from tunes, Mrs. Cherry became ill, and how the trip to the pole should be at- - How many ofutuiimig
t,lere
Daniels,
Henry
acres of work- a few
them come back with!
days aso, expressed the position
then she wrote her father. W. R. tempted from that of Peary and other their dreams realized and their lives
Jrant county, for murder.
ue. jouun in nueriHJlu COUlltV.
of the county and city officials very
Ramon Montoya, sentenced from Haskell, prominent in Paris, Mo.,
L.
P.
Huar-fanassessor
Sanchez,
of
He
calculated
explorers.
going unstained?"
county for larceny of a horse ing forgiveness. Her letter was unan- - through Xansen straits and doing
county by grace of the coal definitely by saying that they were in
Without reserve Mme. Sylva painta position to enforce the laws without
Isidoro Arellano,
sentenced from swered. She followed it with a
traveling in the winter months, reason- ed the immortality, the treachery, of companies, in his returns to the state the help of the rangers. The
Ana county, for voluntary man- - gram. This, too, was ignored. Then
board of equalization,
press,
claims
that .too, has taken
ing that the ice fields would be the Paris stage.
the matter up; the
:'she asked friends in her old home to smoother
slaughter.
She said that a girl with great tal- there are only 1,399 acrea of workable
extreme
cold and
during
voiced being principally to the
Ahran Miller, sentenced from Lin- - intervene, and the story they told her there
would be less danger of en- ent might succeed in the long run, coal lands in the county.
effect
unless the county officials
that
coin county, for unlawfully
sent
his
he
'
heart
and
father
melted
Further investigation by the state i
killing
countering jagged passages of ice even thoueh she maintained her char
been
had
shown to be incom Detent
cattle.
for his daughter. She left Denver
of
has
but
that the process was
equalization
brought to
through which travel is extremely dif- acter,,
outside action would be no less than
'
A' Letter From Max Gardner.
Monday.
iignt the amazing discrepancy befinitely slow.
ficult.
and contrary to the prinCaptain Fred Fornoff of the Tertween
two
"Girls
the
are
lured to their ruin by
reports. The coal lands
When Bradley found Cook insistent
ritorial Mounted Police has received DRY FARMING DOUBLES
home
of
rule. Others charge
ciple
the most diabolical ingenuity," she mentioned in the United States geothe following letter from Max Gardthat
the
visits of the rangers
POPULATION OF COUNTY. in regard to the trip, he supplied pro- declared.
frequent
"They have to pay a dear logical survey report are not all being to San Antonio
visions sufficient to last three years
ner, who- escaped from the Santa Fe
are simply the gratiin Paris. I have worked.
success
Most of the land has been
for
price
fication of the spleeny inclinations of
county jail recently: "Dear Captain. Remarkable Influx of Desirable Im for the expedition. Cook took about seen it with my own eyes
acquired by the big cornorations whieh
fifteen Eskimos, men, women
I am safe in Old Mexico now. Why
and
the man higher up and one of them
migration Into All Parts of
"How different it is in New York.1 are holdins them for fur..
nmfltB
it was possible for me to come so
children with him, to a place north of Here most men are resnecters
Eastern Colorado.
Points out that the principle of justii
of Thev are nhU t
th
- . .
.
......
wiiot Etha and established winter quarters.
nuick is inst. this. Mv friend hroiie-hrPl,
arrest y making it, and
women. A manager In this city em-- , of Colorado limited and maintain a ' y 3
ne to Los Cerrillos in time to board remarkable return made to the state His familiarity with the Eskimo lanin strict accord- through
a
for
her
ploys
talent.
He
girl
does
on
coal
high
m,,iiv!
because
price
the train, in his automobile. In Al- - board of equalization is that of
guage and kindly treatment of the na- not ascertain whether nr nnt cVm
"
'
assessors
"sue lu
have been listing coal lands1
I boarded the train to EKsessor William M. Jones of Lincoln tives made him loved by them and
would be an agreeable companion for as grazing lands at a valuation of autosratic counties, but are woefully
Paso and there you are. Why no- - county. According to his records the they were Teady to give Mm auy as- himself.
out of place in a commonwealth. Al
'
$1.90 per acre.
"body knowed me. In this I Jiad on population of the county has doubled sistance. William L. Cook, brother cf
"A girl has a better chance to make
San Antonians are very tired
If
lands
these
were
as
assessed
coal together
a gray wig and gray beard and mus- in the last year. The military poll the explorer states that Dr. Cook will a career for herself here
of
of the rangers and Govthe
antics
in
than
x
property 'at a proper valuation the
rom here I will make my tax of one vear aero was 400. while now devote his
tacne.
to discovering any other city.
ernor Campbell.
energies
could
not
to
afford
way down to South America.
keep
it totals 808 for this year.
the south pole.
"Few escape harm in Paris. I ran corporations
them idle and the result would be a
"Yours,
Jones called at the office of the
a
from
Detail
Confirmed.
way
Brussels
and ramp tn more abundant coal
Every
OPEN SCHOOLS ON LABOR DAY.
MAX GARDXER.'
supply, besides
state board of equalization yesterday
My experience here was the increase of revenue to
London, Sept. 2. A dispatch to the America.
The letter was postmarked Chihua- - after having worked night and day
state.
the
Daily Mail from Conenhasren savs that hard, but I finally succeeded.
After.
Pupils Will Be Enrolled and Classir
iiua, Mexico, August 28, and the
the past six weeks. He declares Knud Rasmusen, the Danish
fied and Text Books Will Be
explorer, ward I went to Paris, and my eyes ASSOCIATION TO MARKET
nature was undoubtedly genuine as the county commissioners would not
were
Assigned.
ONION CROP.
it has been comnared with known allow him a deputy and he could not now making ethnographic studies in had notopened. I thank my stars I
gone there first."
north Greenland, met Dr. Cook at
afford to pay the salary of one out
signatures in this city.
Mme. Sylva declared these were deCape York. Rasmusen's mother being
The public schools of Santa Fe will
Southwestern Truck Growers' AssoIncrease of Capital.
of his own salary.
plorable
an
facts, and sounded the warnlanEskimo
he
the
woman,
ciation
on Monday morning September
speaks
The El Paso & Southwestern RailWill
Pool
open
to
the
Output
"During
past year," said Jones,
that American
mothers
6th at 9 o'clock. A session of but
Assure Better Prices.
might
road Company today filed a certificate "we have had 635 homestead entries guage fluently. He had a long con- ing
know
their daughters' danger in
one hour will be held, during which
in the office of Territorial Secretary on dry land. The influx of settlers versation with two Eskimos who acParis.
San Antonio, Texas, Sept.. 2. Tt all pupils will be enrolled and classiNathan Jaffa, certifying to an in- has been tremendous. We have re- companied Cook to the nole. They
'
insure better grading and handling of fied. Text books wil be assigned and
crease in capital stock from $18,000,-00- ceived them from Iowa and Minnesota confirmed every detail given by Cook.
their onion crops
to $25,000,000. The fee paid for principally, and the settlers are large- Thp fnratrnfTio- .nroonmgV1 Tiro a tQlo COTTON CROP
members of lessons arranged so that all pupils
BELOW THE AVERAGE. the Southwestern many
gram to Copenhagen from Berwick.
Texas Truck Grow- can begin active work on Tuesday
filing the certificate was $700.
ly made up of thrifty Scandinavians.
ers' Association will pool their output morning. All scholars are expected
Notaries Public Appointed.
Interesting Problems.
"They are raising small grains and
Condition on August 25 Was 63.7 Per next season.
Governor Curry today appointed the the crop this
Central store houses to be on hand promptly so that no
2.
Roald
been
Christiana,
has
Sept.
excellent.
Captain
year
Cent Against 73.6 at the Same
will be erected in convenient locali- time will be lost.
following notaries public: John P. The county Is forging ahead with tre- Amundsen, the Norwegian explorer
Time Last Year.
On Saturday September 4th, there
ties and in these the onions will be
Murray, Socorro county; Brigham mendous strides and promises to be was interview here today on Cook's
intowill
Leatherbee of Cutter, Sierra county;-Fran- one of the richest .in the state."
be held a special meeting of all
sorted
various
under
the
grades
triumph. "Dr. Cook was my partner
Washington, Sept. 2. The crop re- supervision of
G. Bartlett of Magdalena,
teachers of the city public schools,
on the Belgica expedition as a physiinspectors
employed
'
porting board of the department of by the association. Pnnii TIP" in iha the meeting to take
county.
place In the ofcian," he said, "and all on board ap- agriculture in a bulletin
TRUSTS CANNOT
fice
today estl-- l instance will mean
E. C. Burke Appointed.
v.u thnf
inui tho nni'rtn p for of the superintendent. Programs
FURNISH MILITARY SUPPLIES. preciated highly his experience and mates the average condition of the
the members will be delivered unsort-ethe opening of the schools will be
Albert Clancy having gone to El
He has an
ability.
uncommonly cotton
and that a uniform price will be arranged.
Paso, Texas, where he has accepted
San Antonio, Tex.. Sept. 2. Accord- staunch, preserving energetic person- - per cent of normal, compared with
all of them. While there are a
All school rooms have been thora position and wil also play on the
to an order just received at Fort ality and I admire him. The route 76.1 per cent on August 25, 1908 72 7 paid
good many drawbacks in an arrange- oughly scrubbed and cleaned in readiEl Paso baseball team, E. C. Burke ing
Sam Houston from the war depart- chosen by Dr. Cook presented unusu- - on August 25, 1907, and 73.6 the aver- - ment
of this kind, it has been thought ness for the opening of the school
has been appointed to fill his, place in
commercial
interests called ally difficult problems. It would be age of the past ten years on August that the benefits
to be derived from year.
the office of Attorney General Frank ment, are
25.
to
no longer eligible to com- highly interesting and important
trusts,
it will be such as to make it profitEighty-fivW. Clancy.
tons of coal are being
pete in contracts made by the main- know if he found a continent around
able even to the man who, may fur. delivered to the various school buildNo Speculation in Water
limthe
was
of
WOMAN'S DRUNKENNESS
pole. But he
Rights. tenance departments of the United
necessity
' nish the best onions to the pool.
ings in preparation for the winter
Territorial Engineer Vernon L. Sul- States army. The tobacco trust is ited to mere visual Impressions."
ENDS IN SUICIDE
The recent convention of the as- months.
livan is sending out circulars to all known to be one of
Some
Doubt
those named In the
Expressed.
sociation was closed without the
those to whom water rights have been order. It
Denver, Colo., Sept 2. The body of grievances of the Laredo
will, however, be permtesi-- '
London, Eng., Sept. 2. Dr. Cook's
district MILLIONS OF DOLLARS FOR
granted asking them to file proof ble to buy
e
... on nn..n4U
goods through personal announcement that he reach a Woman fminit tn
members having been finally
UlltiU uiiu (lg ,il
NEW RAILROAD EQUIPMENT.
UIQ
jl
have
adjusted.
,that they
commenced
actual a third party.
,
ed the north pole has done much to immaculate Conception
school, at It is thought, however, that a settlework. If such work has not been
The order has been, issued with the dispel the uncertainty created here by 1824 Logan avenue, remains unidenti-th- ment,
Denver, Colo., Sept. 2. About
satisfactory to these members
commenced and the time within view of
first dispatches, but the informa- - fled In the morgue at Coroner E. P. and the association as a whole, is not
having the military establish
worth of new equipment,
which it was to have commenced has ment
of the United States comply with tion is still too vague to convince McGovern's
far off.
undertaking
steel passenger coaches and
expired, the water right will ; be de- the
provisions of the Sherman act as
skeptics. The personality of ment, although she has been recog-thmail and baggage cars, will be placed
clared forfeited.
American explorer is held in such nized by prisest as a woman who, for CONDITION OF E. H. HARRIMAN
interpreted recently by the attorney
upon the Rock
lines comApaches Observe Game"Laws.
v
general of the United States. One of esteem by British scientific circles' a year, has earned a livelihood by
IS IMPROVING DAILY, ing into New Mexico. The
t
has
Game and Fish Warden Thomas P. its results will be
system
that the smaller
those best qualified to judge are Sing from, the attendants upon early
placed an order for $9,000,-00recently
Gable has returned from an official manfacturers
and dealers will be in a the readiest to explain a wav the morning masses. She has also been
New York. Sept. 2.E. H. Harriman
worth of equipment for the entire
itour of northern Rio Arriba county.
position now to compete successfully Beemingly obscure
points of the recognized by the police as a woman Is in communication with his office in system, which is to be placed in servvast
for a share of the
who had 6een arrested many times this' city today. He stated his condi- ice within the
appropriations
ensuing year, is pos(Continued on Page Eight)
made each year for,. the army.
(Continned on Page Eight.)
during the past year for drunkenness. tion, is improving daily.
sible.
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St or
THE REPUTATION OF CARRYING THE
MOST COMPLETE LINE OF DRY GOODS

times were good times sweet to
see again,
Smilin' in the sunshine, tangled in

Established 1856.

a powder. Re- Aliens Foot-Easlieves painful, smarting, nervous feet
and ingrowing nails, and Instantly
takes the sting out of corns and bun
ions. It s the greatest comion discovery of the age. Allen's Foot-Eas- e
makes tight or new shoes feel easy. It
it a certain cure for sweating, callous,
swollen, tired, aching feet. Try it today. Sold by all Druggists and Shoe
Stores. By mail for 25c. in stamps.
Don't accept
any substitute. Trial
package FREE. Address Allen S. Olmsted, Le Roy, N. Y.
ROCKEFELLER'S

FRIEND WEDS.

tender-brigh-

t,

"good-night!-

" (American'Gentleman)
Hats (John B Stetson)

Shirts (The Elgin)
Fane j Vests

WOMEN
Bs CHILDREN

1

6 Pairs Guaranteed for 6 Months,
4 Pairs Guaranteed for 3 Months,

$1.50
IjOO

IN ALL COLORS.

Biltmore Hosiery, the Quality Hose
with a GUARANTEE, are as beautiful to look upon as they
are hard to wear out They are a fine, closely woven, highly
mercerized hose, with a rich lustrous sheen and a soft, lux-

"

e
feel. We are Exclusive Agents for this excepuriant,
tional brand of Hosiery. Come in and look them over.
silk-lik-

FOR

PO Box 219.

Gif-toy- a,

Stock is fresh and up to date prices are very reasonable
come at once and give us a trial.

HalJetTe

CO.

FOR MEN

Ta-fe- l,

MEN'S SUITS MADE TO ORDER
'
Suits (Hart Schaff ner & Marx)
"
Shoes (Hanan)
'
"
(Plorsheim)

Incorporated 1903

SELIGMAN BROS

the rain;
New York, Sept. 2. George F.
The old, pleasant places of meadows
president of the Rockefeller Bibright with dew.
The kind, the gentle faces alight with ble class of the Fifth Avenue Baptist
love for you!
church, was married yesterday to Miss
Laura Smith Taylor.
Mr. Tafel is a close friend of Mr.
Old times we love 'em here, in
John D. Rockefeller, Jr., and for sevmemory's book,
Lookin' at a fellow like his sweet- eral vears has lived near John D.
Rockefeller's country home, in Pocan
heart used to look!
tico Hills. Twelve years ago, with
us
so
dear
with
forever,
times,
Stay
the assistance of Charles E. Hughes,
Till the evening bells are ringin' and now governor, he organized the class
for Bible study which has since bememory sighs
come known as the Rockefeller Bible
F. S. Stanton, in Atlanta
class, and for some time he led it. In
May last, when the Rev. W. S. RichArrested for Drunkenness D. San-- I ardson, then leader of the class, was
chez was arrested at Las Vegas for called west, he was elected president.
drunkenness and promptly paid his
fine to Justice of the Peace Murray.
FOREST SUPERVISOR WHO
REFUSES TO RESIGN.
Pension Claim Settled The pen-- j
sion claim of Mrs. Josefa G. de Mon-- j
Santa Barbara, Cal., Sept. 2.
widow of Quirino Montoya, who ford Pinchot's visit to this city next
died a year ago at Las Vegas has been Thursday has taken an additional
Mrs.
since it became known that
Montoya
receiving
'
$1G6.76.
William Slosson. supervisor of the
Marriage Licenses Issued Marriage Santa Barbara forest reserve, was
licenses have been issued at Las Ve- asked to resign two months ago by
gas to Jose L. Ramirez, aged 33. and federal authorities in San Francisco,
Serpapia Martinez, aged 22. of La and refused. It is said that Slosson,
Liendre, and Eduardo Duran, aged 24, in reply to the demand for his resig-anReyes Arguello, aged 21, of Chap-- , nation, replied that he would quit the
erito.
service only after an investigation had
Ten Years Hence Here is the way established some delinciuency on his
Ed Howe of the Atchison Globe says part. So far as known here on coni-thpaper will write up weddings ten plaints has been filed.
years hence. "The bride looked veryj
well in traveling dress, but all eyes
CVDDCCe rnmiDAwv
were centered on the groom. He
kore a dark suit that fitted his form' City of Mexico, Sept. 2 With a
which
perfectly and in his daintily gloved ca'pUal of a million dollars, of
hands he carried a small rose. His 15 per cent is owned by the Mexican
E.
curly hair was beautifully done, and government and the remainder ofby
the
a'delicate odor of hair oil of the best H. Harriman and associates
Company, the Mexican
quality floated down the aisle as he
passed. The young people will miss Express Company commenced busi- him now that Tie is married. He is ness yesterday on the lines of the Naloved by all for his many accomplish- - tional Railways of Mexico.
ments, his tender graces and his vrinning ways. The bride commands a SALTS OK TTMBKR, District No. 3. Albugood salary as bookkeeper in St. Jos- querque, X. M. July 15. 1909. Sealed bids
marked outside "Bid Timber Snle. Genera
eph and the groom will miss none of ot ice. July 1. 1909 Carson National Forest'
the luxuries to which he has been and addressed to the district Forester. AI- accustomed.
A crowd of pretty men and Including the fourth day of Sentember
1909, for all or any nart of the merchantable
saw him off at the depot."
dead timber standing or down, and any or
all. or any part of the live timber marked

LADIES TAILOR MADE SUITS
"
Suits made to order (fit guaranteed)
"
Silk and linen waists.
'
'
"
voile skirts''!
Shoes (American Lady)

"

J

Old

OF

'

UT.

OLD TIMES.
times were good times they were,
sweet to know.
Old friends who loved us friends
whom we loved so;
Dreaniin' of 'em always, here where
memory dwellr.
They're like a sweet song's echo a
far-of- f
chime of bells!

SPECIALY
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SHAKE INTO YOUR SHOES

no

Old

WITH

"

D.n
nUU lU
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SANTA FE, N. M.

A

HALF CENTURY

Phone

36

THE LEADING DRY GOODS
HOUSE

IN THE

te-e- st

CITY.

j

-'

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.'
MONEY TO LOAN
On notes, diamonds and jewelry as low as $10 and as high as $200.
Loans are strictly private. T me one month to one year. Rates are
reasonable. Call and see us before borrowing.

Win. FAR AH

at SALMON Store

NATHAN SALMON.
Phone 10a
store In Santa Fe.

Wells-Farg-

ES5

I
I

$3.30

!

'.

BABY SHOW AT ASBURY.

50 "

:

100"

Bobolink

50 "

:

is
:

$3.20

:

:

1.60

:

register tickets
with allcash purchases.
Casli

Winter Grocery
y
Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

Co.

Telephone

No. 40

'

Ap

SEC FOR YOURSELF

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
8

8

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks
Jewelry, Silverware, Deco-

rated China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
Goods.

-

As-bur- y

compared with the problem presented.
by the scores of similing baby faces,
all appearing for prizes. There were
also the mothers, each certain that her
offspring would win the first honors,
to be considered by the arbitrators.
The baby parade is the final feature
of the carnival that has been in prog
ress during the last week.
ADVANCE IN RATES.
Buffalo, Sept. 2. Sfitching rates of
the Buffalo terminal road were advanced yesterday from $1.10 and $2 to
$2.10

CALL

'

Park, N. J., Sept. 2.Park's annual baby parade, always the greatest infantry pageant in
the country, surpassed its own records
today in the display of lovely youngsters in competition for beauty prizes.
Togged out in their best bib and
tucker, the brigade of infants and
children charged down upon the hap-- i
less judges and made the task of those
individuals about the most difficult
ever presented to mortal man. The
judgments of Solomon were easy,
Asbury

1.65

:

:

:

TCT fi '
VVCU1VG

W

j

and

$3.

$100 Reward $100.
The readers of this paper will be
pleased to learn that there is at least
one dreaded disease that science has
been able to cure in all its stages, and
that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure
is the only positive cure now known
to the medical fraternity. Catarrh te-ii- g
a constitutional diseasefl requires

International Stock Food

CREAM

&

MILK

Telephone No Utt Red
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.

D. M. HOOVER & SON
Builders and Contractors

Flonr, Hay,

Grain, Potatoes,

Salt ani Seeds
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.
All persons having a hat cleaned and blocked are
entitled to have a pair of trousers pressed free of charge.
Ladies & Gents garments cleaned and pressed a Specialty

The Goldberg

Cleaning

203

PHONE

208

SCt.H--

JEWELER

0

r

"WEST PALACE AVE.

St. Michael's CoUege
Santa Fe, New Mexico

christian brothers

dbye?hId

Oldest and Most Popular Institution in the Southwest

fifllllM COMERCIAL LITERARY

SCIENTIFIC

&

Academic and Preparatory Courses
form Separate Departments
BOARDlNGand

DAY

STUDENTS.

Send for Prospectus

Studies will be resumed September 1st.

PLANS
ESTIMATES
Furnished on short notice
CEMENT WORK a SPECIALTY
&

BROTHER HERMES. President

HEALTH,

A Morning Joy
An
Evening Comfort

a constitutional treatment. Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting
directly upon the blood and mucous
surfaces of the system, thereby destroying the foundation of the disease, Now is the time to
anticipate
and giving the patient strength by
building up the constitution and as- your heat wints.
sisting nature in doing its "work. The
proprietors have so much faith in its
LET US FIGURE YOUR
curative powers that they offer One
Hundred Dollars for any case that it
fails to cure. Send for list of
House for American Idea

WHICH WAY?!
J

Address F. J. CHENEY & CO.. Toledo, O.
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti-

ureair
I

,

DESPAIR
Kepairs

s

V f. cW'Cleanliness

sV
O'coalgases

Limitations

'Ashes

rDust
Draught

j

,

J

rr

QT
.....

Simplicity

I

Durability
I

Safety
ECONOMY
IDEAL Boilers and
AMERICAN Radiator

!

I

i

v
J

;

"'Reliability

'

EXTRAVAGANCE

Jr convenience

-

I

l,

-

'Comfort

I

COALEATER

testi-monal- s.

MANUFACTURER

and Pressing Establishment

BLACK

!

7

LEO HERSCH

Retail Dealers in

"Wholesale and

for cutting by the Forest officers located
approximately in Sec. 18 T. 29 S.. R. 13 K.
and Sees. 12 and 13. T 28 N. R. 12.. 12. W., N.
M. P. within the Parson National Forest,
New Mexico, estimated to be l.OO.noo feet
K. M.. more or less, of western yellow pine
and IoiiBlass fir. No bids of less than $3.fo
per thousand feet B. M. will be considered
and n deposit of $"00.00 must be sent to the
First National Bank. Albuquerque, New
Mexico, for each bid submitted to the TMs- -I
trict Forester. Timber upon valid claims
Is exempted from sale. The right to reject
any and ail bids Is reserved. For further
information and regulations governing sales
address Ross McMillan. Forest Supervisor,
Antonito. Colorado. TCARLE H, CLAPP
Acting District Forester.

FRESH EGGS

I

SOLE AGENTS FOR

o

,

100 lbs Pansy Flour

mm Ala lea

Also Good for Chickens

e

i

'"

San Francisco Street.
The largest and the only

TRY OUR

d

Why not let us route you to good
health. The economy in fuel consump- tion will in due time pay all transporta- tion costs.
Wood-Davi- s

pation.

AT

ZOOK'S

s Ta cu m
Squibb
PHARMACY
PHONE NO 213

AT

FOR THE TOILET AND NURSERY
Powder

The Purest Impalpable Talcum Powder Made

V

ZGOK'S
PHARMACY
PHONE NO. 213
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THROW OUT THE LINE.
Th New Mexican can so printing
j
of
the large
equal to that done in any
cities. Our solicitor, every piece of Give Them Help and Many Santa Fe
work we turn out. Try our stock
People Will Be Happier.
once and you will certainly come
"Throw Out the Life Line"
again. We have all the facllties for
The kidneys need help.
turning out every class of work. InThey're overworked can't get the
cluding one of the best binderies in
the West.
poison filtered out 'of the blood.
They're getting worse every minute.
Will you help them?
Doan's Kidney Pills have brought
from the verge of despair.
Will cure any form of kidney troub
le.
Thomas M. Baca. Cerrillos street,
Santa Fe, N. 11., says: "My faith in
Doan's Kidney Pills is just as strong
today as when I publicly recommended
g
them in 1902. I was caused much
or
four
three
for
backache
by
years and though I never laid off from
work, my back was so painful at times
that it was all I could do to attend to
what I was doina. Doan's Kidney
Pills, procured at Stripling, Burrows
& Co.'s drug store, entirely relieved
me and I had no return of the trouble
for six months. At the end of that
time my work brought on another attack of backache. I at once took
Doan's Kidney Pills and they gave me
the desired relief. A medicine that
lives up to the claims made for it
like Doan's Kidney Pills, deserves the

fHE FORUM.

CENSUS DIRECTOR
WANTS SUGGESTIONS.

New Mexico Military Institute

HARK FROM THE TOMB.
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
Tlie time is past for sham battles
Wett Point of the Southwest.
The
The only vie- on the tariff question.
in Gathering Statistics.
Oft.'ccrs Detailed by War Department.
Army
re-lory we have wou on the tariff in
Army Inspector RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
Washington. D. C.. Sjt. 2. Th cent years was the victory of lVfJ.
"A."
fanners of the United States are nat- when we attacked the principle of
Through Academic course, preparing young
urally very much interested in the cen- protection.
men for college or for business life. Great
take
must
Democratic
The
will
party
sus of agriculture and farms that
-amount of open air work. Healthiest location
be taken April 13. 1S10. as one of the the part of the whole people and
standof
the
any Military School In the Union. Located
Republicans
challenge
thirbe
to
covered by the
subjects
-- ..
d the beautiful Pecos Val!ey
the garden
CI
teenth decennial census. Many are patters and progressive alike to
V. J.
the protective prineipde.
spot of the West at ar elevation of 3.700
showing their interest by writing to
feet above sea level, juushtne every day, but
the census bureau for the purpose of Bryan in the Commoner.
This is one of the most shameless
Ittie rain or snow during esston.
making comments u;on census infor
Eleven Officers. and Instructors, all gradumation regarding agriculture as pre- - declarations ev T made, even, by the
think that
sented m the ,,.lsl Tne director o defunct Bryan. One would 1SH2
ates from stardard eastern colleges. Ten
would
the census welcomes ail such sugges-- j the Democratic victory of
buildings, throughly furnished, heated, lighted
which
be
the
to
list
the
very
thing
Hons and gives them careful considand modern Ip all respects.
would "point with pri.lo."
Democrats
eration, as he is anxious to have the It is
E. A. Cahoon, President; W
REGENT!
only s venteen years ago, and
results of the coming census correU, Hamlkou, Vice President; J. Phelps White,
must be remembered with fear, and
spond as nearly as may be to the dread
th" people. I happened to a
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
desire of the people most interest- be in by
A Fllyan
New York City, when Cleve-- j
ed.
any,
land carried the vote of the
For particulars and Illustrated catalogue
In addition to studying carefully
went
Tammany,
address.
corrupt
on
these suggestions, the director has
wild with ;oy torch light processions
COL. IA. W. WlLLtOK,
his own initiative requested certain at night, ; ni drunken orgies by day
Superintendent.
professors of economics and agricult- were kepi up for some time. Then
ure of the more important universi- the news came that a Democratic
WftTOf
format
ties of the country, and other persons Senate was, or would be, elected, an i
who have specialized in agricultural even the ignorant electorate of the
matters, to come to Washington for a lower wards of Gotham began to got
short time for the purpose of study- a remote glimmering of the hard
strongest endorsement."
carefully and criticising plans now times that were impending over them
Price 50 ing
For sale bv all dealers.
under way Especially it is desired to
citizens knew
and more sensible
Co., Buffalo, obtain their opinion relative to the from former
cents. Foster-llilbur- n
of that kind
experiments
United
New York, sole agents for the
questions to be asked and their form, what they "were up against it"; nor
as the results to be obtained will so was the trouble long delayed. Lon
Co. Rtntps
Remember the name; Doan's and
largely depend upon the character of before Cleveland's second inaugura
take no other.
the schedule and the manner in which tion, clouds ot gloom "which like com-- j
TO
the questions are propounded. These ing events cast their shadows before"
Lessees of theGreat SALT LAKE)
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
exof
over
all
like
death
from
outside
spread
palls
coming
suggestions,
Connection made wltn Automobile
Anticipating the pass-- '
perts, are proving to be of great value, the country.
Near
Roswell
for
daily,
at
Torrance
line
of
ruinous
Wilson law, the
the
NswWIexlco
age
in
it
believed
is
and
that
consequence
Estancia,
Automobile leaves Torrance for Ros
From
Maine to
val- - hurricane began.
more
of
this
preliminary
study
well at 4 a. m., and arrives at Roswell
were filled every Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargo
the
Texas,
obtain-papers
j
be
will
accurate
liable
and
data
at 12, noon. Automobile leaves Rosbe secured. tIay with the awful news of closing
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS. TRAVELERS'
well for Torrance at 1 p. m. and ar- ed than could otherwise
and ex-- banks, factories, and other industrial
students
these
After
special
rives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
institutions, of every description,
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance pens have made their preliminary
re- compared
with
the
held!Panicwhich,
are
formal
conferences
Payable Througaoat the United States. Canada. Mexico
Constantly on Hand a Supply of
is $5.80 and between Torrance and studies,
a
on auto- in the office in which the whole mat- ceni nnanciai trouuies, resembled
seats
?10.
Roswell
Reserve
DRY
SALT
STOCK
and all Foreign Countries
Kansas cyclone compared with a sumCLEAN,
mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard. ter of the character of the schedules mer
the
breeze,
prostrated
prosperiand the best methods of securing the
REMITTANCES SENT BY
manager. Automobile Line.
information are thoroughly gone over. ty that had prevailed tin till then
For Prices a nd Terms Address
loggary, and
The department is also seeking to idleness,
Best Treatment for a Burn.
As ourj
utier
prevailed.
paralysis,
as
NEW MEXICO SALT COMPANY
If for no other reason, Chamber-- i secure the advice and
factories closed, those of England
exEstancia N, M.
as
officers
in
and
far
the
of
should
be
Salve
Iain's
possible,
every
kept
and other manufacturing countries
household on account of its great perts of the department of agriculture,
and as our workingmen
bevalue in the treatment of burns. It of the state agricultural collges, farm- opened,
came idle, theirs found full employallays the pain almost instantly, and ers' societies and like organizations. ment; with
automatic, logical reguunless the injury is a severe one,
larity. Its always so, and it will al
heals the parts without leaving a scar. MURDER MYSTERY
ways be so. We must either do our!
JULIUS MEYKKS. President.
for
This salve is also unequaled
IN SAN ANTONIO own work-- nr fnrpiimerB will An H tn
FRED FORNOFK,
capped hands, sore nipples and dis-- I
us Republican protection means thej
EARL SOOTT, Secretary.
eases of the skin. Price 25 cents. Police Notified
an Unknown Over! former Democratic free-trad- e
or its!
by
For sale by all druggists.
FINE RIGS. RELIABLE HORSES. SINGLE
the Telephone of the Whereequivalent "tariff for revenue only"'
means
the latter. All the industrial!
abouts of Murdered Woman.
BUGGIES,
history of the country proves the1
San Antonio, Tex., Sept. 2. A mys- truth of this statement, beyond the1
ROSWELL-TORRANC- E
possibility of successful contradiction'
tery involving the finding of the body If
Bryan succeeds in forcing this is-- ,
of a dead woman in Brackenridge
U. S. MAIL AND PASSENGER ROUTE.
When in Need of Anything in the Livery Line
ing at Roswell at 11:0 a. m. Saving park and the recital of the facts in sue into the next national Democratic!
... Service Established Jan. 10, 1906.
as
will
it
the
30
over
house
platform,
between
voice
a clear, cool and
Drivers Furnished. Rates
Agent3 for the Buick, Pope Toledo, Passenger
these points over any other route. over the phone,' is engaging the at- well says:
and Kissel Automobiles.
"Close up the ranks of the Repub-- i
of modern Cars In
Full
Shortest route between Roswell and serviceequipment comfort to passen- tention of the local police department. lican party and make it
securing
present a
was
be
found
Where
could
the
body
the Pecos Valley to El Paso and gers. Courteous and expert Chaufunited
front
better
than
any other
Santa Fe and all points in the Es- feurs in charge of every car. Seats told Desk Sergeant Knaus by a man that could be named.
whose
did
not
voice
the
slightMexbetray
tancia Valley and western New
"It would split, the Democratic parreserver on Auto by applying to est
sign of excitement, and who when ty
ico.
&
Paso
of
Southwestern
El
irreconcilably and drive a million
Agent
Automobiles leave Roswell daily at Railway, or to Roswell Auto Co., Roa asked his name refused to answer and votes to neutrality, a third ticket or
merely hung up the receiver. Efforts Republicanism.
1:00 p. m. connecting with trains for yell, New Mexico.
made to establish the identity of the
"No Republican
El Paso and all points on Rock Island
50
lba.
allowance
could
Any
Baggage
politician
amount of baggage can be carried informant by means of the telephone imagine anything more satisfactory
Railway.
because
futile
exchange have proven
from his
ml
Leave Torrance at 6:00 a. m. arriv by notifying Company at Roswell.
point of view. No
the operator had forgotten the num- Democrat party's
9'
could devise anything more
ber by the time she was questioned.
suicidal.
'II
The body of the woman was in an
"The principle of protection attack527 San Francisco Street
advanced state of disintegration when ed in 1S92 is as
firmly established as
,rrr;
found and for this reason it has been a part of our national
as the
policy
impossible to dterniine by what means principle of sound money attacked in
yiso
and when she met her end. It is 1896. The first ceased to be a possi- thought that the woman had been dead oie issue atter the Wilson bill. The!
over .three weeks. The theory of the econu aiter tne election returns in
are
in
the
the
richest
alkalin
Hot
Hot
celebrated
These
Springs
Springs
police is that the man who called up 1896."
Blankets, Baskets, Wax, Feather and Linen Drawn Work, Opals, i
located in the midst ot the Ancient world. The efficiency of these waters
more of the case
knew
If
the
Democratic
headquarters
is
foolish
been
has
the
tested
party
thoroughly
by
Turquoise, Garnets and Other Gems.
miles west
Cliff Dwellings, twenty-fiv- e
miraculous cures attested to in the than he was willing to admit and fjr enough to follow the thrice defeated
OUR MOTTO: To Have the Best of Everything in Our Line.
ni
his
of
nortn
Santa
reason
to
irive
miles
he
this
refused
of Taos, and fifty
again, that is their business, but the
following diseases: Paralysis, RheuFe, and about twelve miles from Bar-anc-o matism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright'a name. On the other hand it is thought result of the election will close its
Station, on the Denver and Rio Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic improbable that the man who would career as a national party, no matter
Grande Railroad, from which point a and Mercurial Affections, Scrofula, have informed the authorit'ps of the what takes its place.
Si.
daily line of stage runs to the springs. Catarrh, La Grippe, all Female Com- locality where the woman was to ba Your friend , for protection to naAn- The temperture of these waters is plaints, etc. Board, lodging and bath- found had he been connected with her tive industry, and prosperity, we are
'nr.
from 90 to 122 degres. The gases are ing $2.50 per day; $15 per week; $50 demise. The body was found in a lone for America first, last and all the
and
ow-time,
let
where
j
and
countries
look
foreign
feet.
6.000
Climate
carbonic. Altitude
unfrequented spot,
per month.
Stage meeta Denver ly
out for themselves.
very dry and delightful the entire trains and waits for Santa Fe train ing to the extent of the park it had;
A. L. MORRISON.
A
been
search
of the finest
not
Is
now
discovered
commodearlier.
a
year round. There
upon request. This resort is attracious hotel for the convenience of in- tive at all seasons and is open all made for clues on the spot has had
valids and tourists. People suffeing winter. Passengers for Ojo Caliente no results. Neither
Good for Biliousness.
bottle containALL OP THE VERY
"I took two of Chamberlain's Stomfrom consumption, cancer, and other can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m. and ing poison or a gun were found, showEVER SHOWN IN THIS CITY.
LATEST AND NEWEST PATTERNS AND DESIGNS
contagious diseases, are not accepted. reach Ojo Caliente at 5 p. m., the ing the theory of suicide is inapplica- ach and Liver Tablets last night, and
7hese waters contain 1,626.24 grains same day. For further particulars ble. The woman was rather well I feel fifty per cent better than I have
INSPECTION IS RESPECTFULLY SOLICITED
of alkaline salts to the gallon, being address:
dressed, but no underclothing was for wee"ks, says J. J. Firstone of Al
found on her. The woman has been legan, Mich. "They are certainlv a
identified as a former resident of El, fine article for biliousness." For sale
by all druggists.
Paso.
Ojj Caliente. Taos. County IN M
EDITOR AND LAWYER
CONCERT IN PLAZA TONIGHT.
IN INSANE ASYLUM.
He Asks the Farmers of the United
With Him
States to
te

j
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W

de-feu- d

DUDROW
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SCREEN DOORS

i: -

Doors From

ir
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i

state-Tamm-

'

Wells argo
Gompan
Express

Up-

l!

New Mexico Salt

General Express Forwarders

'

All

j

Parts of the World

j

1

TELEGRAPH.

J. D. BARNES. Aaent

soup-house-

j

LIVERY STABLE

'

Vice-Preside-

j

SURRIES. H4CKS.

CALL UP 'PHONE NO. 9

AUTOMOBILE

Iuter-Oceai-

Right

d

CHAS. CLOSSO

A.

J. W. STOCKARD, manager
OJO

CAUEflTB flOT SPRtflGS.

Spiegelberg- -

W.

Indian

m Mm

Wares

m

Gurioi
1

I

ONLY TWO WEEKS SALE
SPECIAL

Embroideries

.

ANTONIO JOSEPH,

Proorietor.

ADOLF SELIGMAN DRY GOODS CO.

NEW MEXICO COLLEGE
OF

AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS

JQ

j

school whose aim is to prepare young men and women
for practical life under mortem conditions. Complete

A 11 College courses are offered in Agriculture, in Mechanical
C'vil and Electrical Engineering and in Household Economics. Also short courses in Practical Mechanics and Agriculture, courses in Stenography, and a four year preparatory
oour.se. Expenses are low and there are many opportunities
,
for self support.
'

For Catalogue and further information, address the President

W. E.

Garrison,

;

Agricultural College, N. Mex.

The following is the program for
on Charge of
Arrested
Stealing the concert
to be given by the Banda
Horses in Taos County it is
de
Fe
in the plaza tonight, beSanta
Found He is Insane.
ginning at 7:30 o'clock:
Quintln Amador Martinez, formerly March Un Saludo a Santa Fe. . . .
Alejandro Aldama.
editor of El Combate at Wagon
to La Banda de Santa Fe.)
Mound, was lodged in the territorial (Dedicated
Comedy
Lustspiel. . .
Insane asylum at Las Vegas yesterday. Overture
Keler Bela
A blow over the head with an axe
some time ago robbed him of his san- Schottische Whistle All Ye Coons
..Beebe
ity and he was taken advantage of by!
Amitie
Clarionet Solo.
a gang of horse thieves who employed Polka
E. C. Cary
him to steal horses and cattle. Mar-tinez was arrested near Penasco. Tao8 Waltz Loveland
Abe Hoizm.'a
county, last week, by the mounted po-lice with two others. Martinez is a Mexican Dance Maria
J. F. Davila
graduate of Ann Arbor, Mich., Uni-March
Circus
Parade
territor-ilal
of
the
versity, and a member
E. T. Paull
bar. He is married to a' sister
of Mrs. Grace B. Hall, who formerly Lupita Divina By Request.
ALEJANDRO ALDAMA,
taught school in. Santa Fe.
Leader.
Pink Pain Tablets Dr. Shoop's
FRISCO TO NEW ORLEANS.
stop Headache, womanly pains, any
pain, anywhere, in 20 minutes sure.
New Orleans, Sept. 2. Freight and
Formula on the 25c box. Ask your
druggist or doctor about this formula passenger service between Baton
it's fine. Sold by
Rouge and New Orleans was installed
Ca
.
it24bil yesterday by the Frisco road,
i
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Perfect Fitting "Elatic" Book-ca- e
are the only ones which successfully
of
adapt themselves to the condition
the modern home.
There may be certain limitations as to room,
hut whatever soace is available can be utilized
anA Kon;fipH hvan artistic arrangement of these cases, the only
book-cas- e
made in two lengths, 34 and 25'A inch
tinrl ni
distinct
types Colonial, Standard and Ideal.
lengths, and in three
Our catalogue illustrates in colors eight different finishes of quar
tered oak and mahogany.

....,, anv
SIMM
-- .
V e Will Call BW
l,vau.w
in your house and give you the exact
cost in ny finish you may select.
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The chief executive yesterday made
several excellent appointments in filling vacancies on the board of regents
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
or trustees of various public instituATTORNEYS AT LAW.- FRANK P. STURGES'
PAUL A. F. WALTER
tions. While these places pay nothEditor and President.
ing and are not in the public lime
JOHN K. STAUFFER,
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
light, yet they are exceedingly imAttorney-at-Lato
for
entrustthese
is
portant
regents
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postoffice.
New Mexico
ed the management of the most vital Santa Fe
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
$3.75 interests of the Territory and the
Daily, six months, by mail
EDWARD C. WADE,
$ .20
should be filled by
Daily per week by carrier
2.00 places
75 Weekly, per year
Attorney-at-Law- .
conscientious.
men.
Daily, per month, by carrier
intelligent
1.00 Therefore the
65 Weekly, six months
in the Supreme and DisPractices
acDaily, per month, by mail
appointment and the
7.00 Weekly, per quarter
75 ceptance of the positions by such men trict Courts of the Territory, In the
Daily, per year, by mail
as Hon. W. D. McBee. E'.ias G. Garcia Probate Courts and before the U. S.
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
and W. A. Sutherland, who were ap- Surveyor General and U. S. Land
pointed to positions on the board of Offices.
The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It is sent to
New Mexico
managers of the University, the In- Las Cruces
every postcffiee in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation sane Asylum and the- Agricultural ColE. C. ABBOTT,
among the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
lege respectively, is to be commended.

Professional Cards

2, 1909.

The First National Bank

Vice-Preside-

Secretary-Treasure-

r.

-

OF SANTA FE.

The oldest banking Institution in New Mexico. Established
in 1870.
R. J. PALEN, President,
J. H. VAUGHN, Cashier.
I A. HUGHES,
A, H. BRODHEAD,

public-spirite-

Presided.

Vice

...

Assistant Cashier.

CAPITAL STOCK, $150,000
ISURPLUS AND UNDIVIDED PROFITS-

-

$75,000

Transacts a general banking business in all its brancues.
L a w.
Atto rn
Suin
and
Practice
District
the
Loans
Great Britain is never slow to promoney on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
UNlONHfcH' A BET?
tect its citizens, be they white, yellow preme Courts. Prompt and careful
and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds .and
personal
or black, be it in China or the Soudan. attention given to- all- business.
in all markets for its customers. Buys ard sells
stocks
Mexico
Fe
New
Santa
A Hindoo, who claimed to be a British
IN DEFENSE OF MUSH AND MILK.
The following item in the Raton
domestic and foreign exchange and. makes telegraphic
subject, was killed in ' China some
RENEHAN & DAVIES.
; Like a valiant
knight . of old. .the Range makes the New Mexican won- time
transfer of money "to all parts 'of the civilized world on as
ago, whether justly br unjustly,
A. B. Renehan,
E. P. Davie,
Kansas City Star rushes to the de- der what the Colfax County Medical Has not
been
Great
but
detenryned.
liberal ternfij 9& are given by any money transmiting agency
Attorneys-at-Law- .
fense of mush and milk and corn Association Will do on account of the
Britain is ready to go to war with"! Practice in the Supreme and Disbread. Some one has vilely slander- sacrilegious behaviour of the Gats
public or private. 'Interest allowed on time deposits at the
China at a moment's notice unless. trict Courts. Mining and Land Law a
"Doctor
ed the staple crop of the corn belt and City's only daily.:
rate of threSper'cent per annum,
,
months'' or year's
condition continues less 'fav heavy damages are paid and due specialty. Office in Catron Block.
accused it of causing a strange dismade
for
with
Liberal
the
made
on
advances
killing
reparation
time,
New
Mexico
Fe
Santa
of livestock
The
consignments
in
been
ease called pellagra.
Kansas City orable than it has
the past
which the Chinese government had
and products. The bank executes all orders of its patrons in
Star shows conclusively that covn and two weeks. On Sundav. Dr. A. A. as little to do
as would the United
CHARLES F. EASLEY,
the banking line, and aims to extend to them as liberal
pellagra are not kin in fact, are not White of Trinidad, and Dr. W. M. Tip- States government with the killing of
(Late Surveyor General)
even distantly related by marriage, ton of Las Vegas, were called in conin all respects, as is consistent with
treatment
an
Italian at El Paso or a Japanese at
Attorney-at-Lasafety and
and New Mexicans can therefore con- sultation with Dr. Fleming, the local
San
Francisco.
is
a
But
business
and
Land
that
it
spepolicy
Mining
the principles oi sound banking. Safety deposit boxes for
tinue to eat hot tamales made of the physician. Today Dr. A. A. White has
which has made Great Britain
cialty.
rent. The patronage of the public is respectfully solicited.
genuine Mexican corn meal without returned, and Dr. John Hall, the fa- abroad and revered at home. mighty Santa Fe
New Mexico
visions of vertigo and depression of mous stomach specialist of Denver,
spirits, but if degression of spirits has joined Dr. Fleming and Dr. White
HOLT & SUTHERLAND,
It is not so often that the employes
Whew!
The
consultation."
should come anyway, there is an an- in
Attorneys-at-Law- .
of a government or of a large industidote in the corn itself, commonly names of five physicians named in one
Practic in the District Courts as
know the conditions of their own
try
known as corn juice. Says the Kansas news item of ten lines and one physiwelfare so definitely as did the em- well as before the Supreme Court oi
cian named thrice. Yet, the phyCity Star:
of the British postal service the Territory.
ployes
"A certain skin disease which is sicians named will survive, will not who have voted
New Mexico
out the canteen. Las Cruces
breaking out here and there has been lose in prestige and it is likely the They evidently understood that indulH. M. DOUGHERTY,
charged by evidently uninformed per- thousands wiio will see the name of gence in intoxicants impaired their
,
JiSdii!iauiM!BimjdK
sons to the use of corn. This disorder Dr. John Hall of Denver, the first own
Attorney-at-Law- .
usefulness, stood in the way of
is called pellagra. It is defined in the time, as a famous stomach specialist, their own advancement and absorbed
Practices in the Supreme and Disdictionaries as follows: 'An endemic will remember it. and when they im- pounds and shillings, that placed in trict Courts of the Territory. Office:
WILLIAM VAUGHN pROP,
New Mexico
disease, particularly noticed among agine something materially wrong in the postal savings bank, would be a Socorro
the
consists
the
below
in
which
internal
their
the Milanese,
economy
formidable bulwark against the penOne
in
WILLIAM McKEAN,
skin being covered with tubercles and diaphragm- wil make a pilgrimage to ury of old age or illness. Drink is
.
Attorney-at-LawAt
in
him
it.
to
about
consult
debility, vertigo, Denver
rough scales and
the greatest curse of Great Britain,
Cuisine and
Lirge Sample
Mining and Land Law.
depression of the same time local physicians who but there is hope when those who sufepilepsy and great
Table Service
Room for ComTaos
New
Mexico
will
be
know Dr. Kohlhausen
pleased fer from the curse recognize its naspirits.'
Unex
mercial Travelers
"So, as you see, pellagra does every- to learn through this means some- ture.
C.
W.
G.
WARD,
which
thing to a person who has it
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
thing of his condition. Thus advertisWASHINGTON AVENUE
Territorial District Attorney.
corn does not. In the first place it is ing not only pays but has also its
Sixteen thousand school children
counties.
San
Mora
For
and
Miguel
to
a parendemic that is, it belongs
value.
'will greet President Taft at Spokane
New Mexico
Las Vegas
ticular locality. This locality is Milan
and it will be a pleasing sight to
, AMERICAN AND
bankers and merchants the chief executive as well as a lesForty-siand not America. As the Milanese
NORTHCUTT & ROBERTS,
are especially addicted to pellagra from Japan have come to the United son in patriotism to the children.
C. J. Roberts,
G. Northcutt,
and as they are not addicted to corn, States to spy out the land for them- When President Roosevelt, visited Jesse
Attorneys-at-Law- .
on
come
most
the
that
what
pellaselves.
it follows,
logically,
They
Santa Fe the sight that touched him
Offices':
Raton, N. M., and Trinl'
world regards a friendly mission, but most and elicited his most favorable
gra and corn have no connection.
Colorado.
dad,
with
disskin
be
more
the
of
which
blotches
comment and expressions in favor of
up
may
the results
"Pellagra
tubercles and rough scales, speaking astrous than might be the visit of a statehood was the assemblage in the
G. W. PRICHARD,
of which how many of those do you hostile squadron of iron clads. These Plaza of the children attending the
and Counsel
Attorney
find on the glorious corn-fegirls who visitors seek to make Japan the lead- schools in Santa Fe. The children
Practices in all the District Courts
on
any ing nation of the Pacific, industrially who heard him admonish them to and
are the pride of the west, and
gives special attention to cases
of the steady consumers of corn?
and commercially. The United States "play when you play but work when before the Territorial
LACOME
Supreme Court.
"Pellagra, the lexicons tell us, has ambitions in the same direction. you work," are still quoting his very Office: Laughlin Elk. Santa Fe, N. M.
causes debility., vertigo, epilepsy and The visitors come to learn and to take language and speak with enthusiasm
Proprietor
great depression of spirits. Now, just back with them, the knowledge of the of the great Rough Rider President.
GEORGE w. BARBER,
follow up the people who are known factors that make the United States
.
Counsellor-at-LawAttorney and
It is very likely that the conditions
to you as living on com bread and preeminent as an industrial and comPractices in the District Court and
Commodious Sample I(oom
much
how
see
this
will
in
mush
the
and
farmers
and
southern
among
mercial nation; they
dry
apply
hominy
Courts
of the Territory.
Supreme
depression and debility you won't knowledge at home and thus seek to Santa Fe county are perhaps less en- Prompt attention given to all business. Long Distance Telephone Station.
find.
secure advantages for Japan over the couraging just now than in most Lincoln County
Nevr Mexico
section
where
in
the
But it is a friendly other sections of the Territory, but
States.
here,
United
"Right
we live, is the very place to exonerate contest and the visitors are therefore even there the conditions are not
CATRON & GOKTNER,
Steam Heated: Electric
corn of the mean and malicious charge being received with the true hos- hopeless and it is certain that with
FIRST CLASS CAFE
Attorneys and Counsellors-at-LaLighted, Every Room
world
western
of
breed
peo- pitable spirit of the
of pellagra. The finest
proper cultivation that good crops
Office: Catron Block.
IN CONNECTION
a Good One,
ple on the globe is found in Kansas and of which the eastern world knows can be raised. Dry farmers must ex- Santa Fe
New Mexico
and Missouri and the southwest, and so little.
pect
especially if they do
not begin plowing in winter and concorn is the 'chief of their diet. They
H. R. PUTNAM,
PRESS THE BUTTON WE DO THE REST,
U.
summer
S.
and
tinue
it
Court
are no more like unto the Milanese
Commissioner and
during
spring
In Colorado, corporations must pay
with their tubercles and scales, than a flat 'tax which adds much to the until the err ' is garnered. Dry farmConveyancer.
LOANS AND REAL ESTATE.
'Hyperion to a satyr.'
revenue of the Centennial state as the ing means that the work of preparing
U Runs on the
''This pellagra libel is a fine slam entire tax income of the Territory of the soil besins six months before the Correspondents asking information
European Plan!
the
New
of
in
is
Mex
and
continues
concerning
crop
Territory
put
to
during
the king New Mexico. People who complain
for any American to give
ico
answered
season.
promptly
of cereals in his native land. To be about a high tax rate in New Mexico the growing
Texico
New Mexico
sure, it is one of those foolish stories have no idea of the various methods
Chino
which
The
Copper Company,
thaif prove nothing but the stupidity and devices by which the governments
W. A. FLEMING JONES,
HOTEL
Of their inventors and that slander is of other states raise revenue.
Taken filed incorporation papers yesterday,
Bonds and Investments.
like death in the respect that it man for man, and dollar for dollar, intends to work the mines at Santa TJ. S. Commissioner
for the Third
Grant county, on a larger scale
loves a shining mark."
New Mexico citizens and New Mexico Rita,
de- Judicial District of New Mexico.
ever
to
before
than
and
'
expects
In this connection it is pleasing to property owners pay less in actual
New Mexico
as great a copper property as Las Cruces
G.
read in the Logan Leader, that five money than do the people of most velop
Eastern
local
and
bank
references.
Prop,
That the tax the leading copper mines in Arizona
varieties of corn have withstood the other commonwealths.
commonwhich
have
made
and
that
CONY T. BROWN,
drouth and the hot winds of Kansas rate is apparently high is due entireone of the leading copper prothis season, which is saying a good ly to this very reason that the New wealth
Mining Engineer.
FIRST CLASS RESTAURANT IN CONNECTION
in
ducers
the
United
States.
Mining
and Treasurer of New
deal, and ought to make the varieties Mexico authorities tax so little and
Secretary
amount
and
the
that
qualexperts
say
Available for the drvest dry farming value property so low that the entire
Mexico School of Mines.
of copper ore in southwestern New Socorro
Short Order & Spanish
New Mexico
section of New Mexico.
taxable assessment of the Territory is ity
Electric Light, Hot and
Mexico are the equal of the deposits
Dishes Speciality
when
the
$GO,000,000
Cold Baths.
property
only
in
Montana
in
or
Arizona and that R. W.
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
for
RATES 50c. Up.
WITTMAN,
Draftsman.
The New Mexican is pleased to this represents could not be bought
'
eventually New Mexico will, be as
Santa Fe, N. M.
Notice that the Cathedral Guild has $600,000,000.
a producer as any of these.
heavy
EUROPEAN PLAN 60c AND 75c
taken up the work of beautifying
AMERICAN PLAN $1,50
Copies made of official township,
' SPECIAL "RATES TIV
Rosario cemetery. It is a historic
"Vtrwv
are
homeseekers
one
The way
reads of towns swept by small holding, mineral and grant
rushing
Daily
spot and the many visitors to it during into Colorado to take ud dry farming cyclones, by cloudbursts, by earthDeVargas processions and at other lands indicates that New Mexico will quakes, but here at Santa Fe nestled plats. Also, transcripts of field notes,
J. W. PRESTON, Proprietor.
times have wondered at its general he taken between two fires. Not only in the lap of the mountains, humanity grant papers and other public records
NEAT LUNCH COUNTER fl& kest-clas-b
neglected apearance. It is a praise- will the immigration along the eastern is protected from these vicissitudes of on file In the U. S. Surveyor General's
LADIES' DINING ROOM
worthy custom to make the "God's border continue, but the overflow from natural cataclysms. To this is added office.
Acres" in each community a spot of Colorado will pass over the northern the comfort of the most salubrious
SANTA! Ft, N. M.
HOTEL
beauty. Of course, there are duties boundary and take possession of such climate in the United States and the
OSTEOPATHY
to the living more important than any lands as those of Taos, Rio Arriba and many beauties of nature that are
duties to the dead, yet keeping green northern Santa Fe counties.
The known only to towns built in the heart
DR. CHARLES A. WHEELON
the last restinz places of the relatives homeseekers thus far have made a of. the mountains where water is pure
treats acute and chronic
Successfully
and friends who have gone before, is mistake anyway, by neglecting the and scenery magnificent.
Blessed is diseases without
drugs or medicines.
not less a duty that the living should fertile
lands of the coun- Santa Fe!
No
for
Office:
consultation.
charge
perform. The town should turn out ties bordering on the main Sangre de
No. 103 Palace avenue. Hours: 9 to
therefore to the concert tomorrow Cristo range. Even as to rainfall, it
The year 1809 was considered a re- 12 a. m., and 2 to 6 d. m. 'Phone 156.
evening at the Elks' theatre which is is much more certain and plentiful in markable one in history on account
given for the purpose of providing the foothills of that range than it is of. the many great men it gave birth
JOHN K. STAUFFER,
funds to lay water mains to Rosario in the valleys and on the plains and because in that year Napoleon
Notary Public.
cemetery, for it Is the lack of water farther east.
reached the zenith of his power and Santa Fe
New Mexico
that has thus far prevented Rosario
Office with the New Mexican Print
rearranged the map of the world. 1909
cemetery becoming as beautiful as the
Dr. Ricardo Jiminez has been elect- will be equally as remarkable in his- lng Company.
adjoining national cemetery or as ed president of Costa Rica,. The name tory for it witnessed the triumph of
Fairriew cemetery is growing to be sounds familiar in New Mexico, and aerial navigation and the discovery of
The seals and recent nooks for no-- ;
tinder the care of the Woman's Board Jiminez is regarded as a good friend the north pole. It Is well to live in
taries
public for sale by the New
of Trade.
of the United States. A good friend times like these.
Mexican Printing company at very
bein charge of Costa Rican affairs
reasonable rates. Seals for IncorporTo prevent the many jail escapes ated
. New Mexico is getting to be the comes valuable on account of the proxcompanies are also handled. Call
gateway for the Chinamen anxious to imity' of the Panama canal and the which are being recorded in New Mex- at or address the New Mexican Print
DIAMONDS
get Into the United States. Fourteen necessity of keeping order in Central ico counties, sheriffs had better hire lng company, Santa Fe. New Mexico.
WATCHES
of them were arrested in a box car American, a duty which lately de- sixteen year old girls of the kind that
at Tucumcarl yesterday who had been volving upon Uncle Sam.
prevented a jailbreak yesterday at The New Mexican can do printing
of
Lawrenceburg, Ind., who armed with equal to that done in any of the larga RIGHT PRICES
smuggled across the Mexican border
Eyee Tested and
The five physicians who were sum- a revolver,
at El Paso. They should have dressed
MEXICAN
kept back cities. Our solicitor, every piece of RIGHT GOODS
Fit4t Ru n.fn
up as hankers and merchants on a moned to attend the dying woman and the prisoners who had sawed through work we turn out. Try our stock once
f
i
rechild
litPaso
El
A
her
at
of
mission
to
windows.
the
bars
and
United
States
the
their 'ell
dying
friendly
-- JEWERELYand you will certainly come again. Wa RIGHT SERVICE
Data .Method--.
and instead of being compelled to hide fused to go, insist that medical tle vigilance of that kind and courage nave all the facilities to rturning out
in a box car they would have been ethics be observed and their names and honesty would reduce New Mex-- . every class of work, including one ol
CUT GLASS, CHINA AMD SILVERWARE.
co jail breaks by
348 San Francisco 8tfeet, Santa Fe, N. M.
the best binderies In the Wait
brought in on special Pullman cars. be not mentioned in the papers.
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$50,000
DIRECTORS

W. S. DAVIS, Cashier.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Asst. Cashier.
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FREDERICK MULLER

We Can Furnish Your Noose in
FURNITURE OF ALL KINDS
BRUSSELS AND
AXMINSTER

RUGS AND

TAPESTRIES,

CARPETS

AND

REPAIR

FURNITURE.

L

HOUSE FURNISHERS
AND UNDERTAKERS

No. 10

Will
W e will

No. 10

Claire-

294

Rational Life Assurance
Denver Colorado.

in. w.

Company

Sim leal Resort

!

i

Real Airship Will Make Daily Flight at the
29th Annual New Mexico Fair
v

and

Resources Exposition

Harwood Hall of Riverside, California, a member of the U. S. Indian
service, is in Santa Fe on his way
to Zuni. He is stopping at the Palace.
M. J. Brennan,
telegraph operator
from Durango, Colo., arrived yesterday to assume charge of the Western
Union office. He is stopping at the
Claire.
Lee Hall, of San Antonio, Texas,
a former resident of the Territory, is
in Santa Fe visiting old friends and
acquaintances. He is registered at
the Claire.
Taking his first vacation in three
years, Richard Gorman, an employe
of the Santa Fe Water and Light
Company left today on a fishing trip
on the Pecos.

1
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SOUTHWESTERN MARATHON RACE
HARNESS AND RUNNING RACES
TOURNAMENT
OF NEW AND INSTRUCTIVE AMUSE-ME3NT-

S

SPECIAL EXCURSION RATE 3 ON ALL RAILROAD

Tie

MIGHT, President

VALLEY
RANCH

Valley Baici,

Nsi

Mexico

Address, J. F. Miller, Prop.
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Come early and
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Iron
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are made and put together we have them and
everyone guaranteed.
SEE and be convinced

Lot us flBiireyourhpHtlng and plumhinp
'ANITARY PLUMBING OUR SPECIALITY

JOHN B. McMANUS,
Secretary.

AN IDEAL PLACE FOK VACATION,

historic surroundings, delightful
mate, magnificent scenery, fine

S

cli-

fish-

ing, hunting, horseback
riding, etc.
Good eating, comfortable quarters.
Consumptives positively not received.
Eight miles from Glorieta, where all
Santa, Fe trains stop.

MI SCO.

Best Flour

-

SANTA FE
BOSS PATENT

FLOUR

BEST because it
gives the bes, results in
bread and pastry of any
flour you can buy.

r

contaics more Gluten
which is the very life of
th9 wheat,
and which
makes the bread nutritious
and WHOLESOME

ip

William. Rogers, M. O'Neil, E. W. Calender, J. H. McHughes, Phillipe
Mares and James Coleman.
Ray M. Thomas and son, and Miss
Vessie E. Thomas, who have been
visiting in the east, stopped off last
night in Santa Fe on their way home
to Alamosa, Colorado.
They were
guests at the Claire.
J. S. Candelario the San Francisco
street curio man is back in Santa Fe
after having made an, extended trip
to Vancouver, Victoria and other Canadian points as well as through the
northwest and along the Pacific coast.
L. F. Montenie. who intended leav
ing for Tulsa, Okla., yesterday, with m
- i
I,. was unauie
"is- wub
ip get away as au
western trains have been tied ud by
.

W.

and sprays
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Needles, Shuttles and Bobbins for
uee in All Makes of Sewing Machines.

NEW

Patent cabinet

Just Received.

tlL
Bp2J

Dont Forget
UJCSaid for ANY
MACHINE MADE

h

"Boye'
Needle

Threader
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impor
BOSS

PATENT FLOUR is entirely free from CELLULOSE
the indigestible element
of the weat.

H. S. KAUNE
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Pimple, durable, automatic.
It threads any needle itself even in the dark.
Most valuable of all atmchm"nts.
No twisting, biting or cutting tnread,

The Racket Novelties
Up-to-da- te

IEAL ESTATE

SURETY BOND'

LIFE & FIRE INSURANCE

We

HAVE A FINE LINE
OF CITY PROPEETY
FOR SALE AND RENT

)3L50

ome 'ne ranch property close in

BEFORE INVESTING YOUR MONEY CONSULT

washouts, the first
train
from California being due at Lamy tomorrow morning.

Shuttles, Bobbins
Belts etc. for ANY
Sewing Mac h i n e
Made.

US

WATSON & COMPANY

O- - C- 1 19 SAN

FRANCISCO STREET,
NEW MEXICO.

SANTA FE,

Drink
Pabst

V-

east-boun-

Needles,

Tuesday,

Abbott returned yesterday from Camp Perry, Ohio, where
he was a member of the Xew Mexico
rifle team participating in the
contest.
The following mining men from Cerrillos are in the city on. court matters:

PRESIDENT TAFT IS GOING TO BE THERE

THE GREA T
HIGH CLASS
BASE BALL
ALL KINDS

nozzles

Fence

cot-Am-

Col. C. E.

6

Hose,

re-pi- n

H.5.

v

OCTOBER

Mower

UNION LOCK

d,

Albert Clancy has gone to El Paso, tCeturl)S Friday.
Texas, to accept a clerical position AGENCY for Santa Fe at Kerr
.
that
alcn vii.irt v.:
i.n Poi.KAi.ChAn.
'
wnn rne m ra&o team.
W. H. KERR,
Phone No 122
Immigration Commissioner C. L.
Mana?er.
Seagrave of the Santa Fe system passRpd
ed Lamy yesterday on his way to
Chicago from the Pacific coast.
John R. McFie, Jr., left last evening for Albuquerque, where he will
enter the University of Xew Mexico
and will take a commercial course.
E. F. Coard, assistant in the office
of Territory Secretary Jaffa, left toTHE LEADING
day for his former home at Quincy,
111., to spend his two weeks' vacation.
111
Miss Maude Hancock cf Estancia.
who has accepted a position as local
school teacher will arrive here this
evening on the Xew Mexico Central.

!

11-1-

ol

pos-joyin-

!St rry"

Makes this the most delightful resort in New Mexico
perday,
Lmm
11 "VI ETC
$8.00per week, meal 50c.;
Transportation from Station $1.00
For T"Mrtls.r Inforaaaatloaa.
MRS. H- - E. BERGMANN
ROWE, NfW MEXICO.

ALBUQUERQUE

for

Agents

j

Good Hunting and Fishing

A

Kinds

Lawn

Ul

located among pine-cla- d
hills on the
Pecos River. 2 miles from Rowe Station on
the main line of the A. T. & S. P.

oil

SERVED

All

rnn f,rst

Jiff dene,

DAT"

FIRST

-

Catron Block

Meal

COME

We are sole

San Francisco St.

of South Bend. Ind..
of Mishawaka,
Ind.,
and .1. H. Fulmer of Mishawaka, Ind.,
arrived in Santa Fe yesterday from
Parsons, Lincoln countv. where thev
attended the sale of the Parson croup
ot 20KI mines. They are quartered at
the Claire.
jonn u. Slemmons. the iewoii-"'sman troni Xew York, spent yes- 'prday in Santa Fe a guest at the
Palace. Summons is known throuh- out the country as the Pencil
King.
he "nving a fad of
distributing lead
liencils among the people he meets,
He 1,as ,)(en giving away lead
pencils
for many years, the hobby costing
him a nRat annual sum.
Cashier E. P. Davies of the V S
Bank and Trust Company, has gone
,0 n's former home at Warsaw, Mis-C- .
souri, to pack his furniture for shin-dament to Santa Fe. He will take
g
session with his family upon his
turn next week of the new brick
taSe built by Territorial Auditor "VV.
GSargent at. the corner of Manhat-fores- t
tan avenue and Galisteo street, which
is "earing completion.

-

V

Only a few more of THOSE GOOD HAMMOCKS LEFT.

Hedricks, planting assistant in
charge of the Gallinas station of the
.
sen-iceis over from Las Vegas
on official business.
Rangers Pithlyn and Xyce and For
est Assistant Jones have joined the
timber cruising party on the Pecos
CLAS
forest near Glorieta.
U II- - LAUNC
Ben Spitz, a traveling man from
WORK
Kansas City, is in town handling a
line of liquors and cigars. He is
Send Your laundry to the
stopping at the Claire.
R. K. Cooper and W. E. Cooper,
IMPERIAL LAUNDRY
sheep buyers from Las Animas. Colo..
at Albuquerque.
TheJ' are Basket leaves

A.M. BERGERE, Manager for New Mexico.
ama re,

Soli-.ite- 3.

Everyone knows the quality of Kingfisher lines
of a risher
HAVF alIlines-Buyur Ashing tackle
Lin. I Li man.
e carry
everything in camp equipage and furniture.

FIRST

A. G. Oraham
A. B. Graham

at the Palace.

:.. a
The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
;

'ell

rasas'

Pettigrew and wife of Trini- Colo., are visitors in Santa Fe en- the attractions. They are stop- -

THE WEST FOR THE WEST,
The Colorado

Mail Order

W:

WP

Do

GEO. M. KIN SELL

D.

ESSSZSBSSBm

'0

MO-NE-

Owen, a mining man from
Corona, Lincoln county, is in town on
business. He is stopping at the

11

33 JESSIES

IN HARDWARE

(j

you a very deslr-ahl- e
hon.e on payments, which
rent
will make
jour
I'ont wait. money
RckIii now paying
lor your home.
LET I'S KX PLAIN OIK
CONTRACT OR CHKAP

R. L.

Phone

EVERYTHING

Phone No. S3

Rent Money

Claire.

Charles Wagner Furniture Co.
Phone

W. A. Browne, a mining man from
Cerrillos, is in town on business. He
is a guest, at the Claire.
X.CMcPlke, a traveling man from
Denver,
last night's arrivals.'1. He is a guest at the Palace!E. D. Sherman, a rancher from
is a visitor in town today! He
is stopping at the Palace.
J. A. McHenry of New York, is
among the traveling men in town. He
is stopping at the Palace.
Professor and Mrs. W. G. Tight
have left Albuquerque to visit Los
Angeles and the Pacific coast.
H. A. Judd, the mining expert from
London, Eng., anived yesterday on
business. He is a guest at the Claire.
Mrs. J. C. McConvery and son have
returned from several weeks spent
near Torreon in the EsUncia valley.
B. F. Pankey dropped in from his
ranch near Lamy for a brief visit yesterday. He was a guest at the Claire.
H. C. Stewert, a forest service man
from Albuquerque, is here on official
business. He is stopping at the Pal
ace.
Judge il. C. Mechem who has been
in Santa Fe attending the territorial
supreme court has returned to So- -

torro.
Joseph J. Yawitz, a St. Louis trav- eling man, was among the arrivals
last night. He is registered at the

DAVENPORTS OP LATEST MAKE
WE FRAME PICTURES

The house that will SAVE YOU MONEY

Every ""utiui- living in ivn- svt lino a Ihhih- ol her own.
i litre
r limxh-ert.slie wr uld like to ilo to ofthlrirs
r, L. I,..,
i wn
home more confortiible,
a: tractive pml pleasant Nearl
every won :m Is a monev nvpr
mid she will fielDjou
wonderfully

a,

G. FRANKLIN, FLICK
W. S. DAVIS.
N. B. LAUGHLIN
J. B. LAMY
R. H. HANNA

FLICK, President

About a (jniie

tered at the Palace.
Assistant V. S. Forester Hall of
Washington, D. C, will visit Santa Fe
within the next few days.

WILL START

OFFICERS

of Latest
Designs

Ask lour

o

CAPITAL

(l.'LIIIIUIt g

GOODS
HAVF

Iiabfc

e

SANTA FE, N:

M

fun

IT of

The spenders are slaves to the savers. Itis-thlaw of nature. We want you to be a saver-topen an account in our Savings Department and be
independent

UNITED STATES BANK & TRUST

H

j

mills, the bridges, the railroads, the ships and
all other great works which stand for man's
advancement and happiness.

AN

I

Hon. C. J. Roberts of Raton, is
A good line in
spending a few days In Albuquerque.
Col. E. V. Dobson, an attorney from
ci
Albuquerque, was an arrival at noon
today.
Col. Georsre W. Prichard returned
MISS A. MUGLER.
last evening from a trip to Parsons,
SOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.
Lincoln county.
E. R. Bartlett of Topeka, Kan., is
in town seeing the sights. He is stop- ISffiS
ping at the Claire.
VTife
William H. Huck. the oil man from
Denver, is in town today. He is quar-

Jt is the savers who have built the houses, the

uonar

EM7

AM READY TO SHOW

World has always been divided into two
classes-thc- se
who have saved, those who have
the
spent,
thrifty and the extravagant.

Ono

M

PAGE FIVE

DIGNEO & NAPOLEON Agts,

PHONE
RED

IRQ.

Blue Ribbon
Bock Beer
Malt Tonic

PAGE

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 2, 1909.

TTIE SAXTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SAXTA FE; X. M.

SIX.

of New Mexico,
in the manner as required by law.
You are hereby further notified that
County of Santa Fe. ss.
Before the district judge of the dis- the court, by an order entered
at
trict court of Santa Fe county, New and after the filing of said
Kb'AI) UP
RKA1 IOWN
petition,
Mexico.
appointed John W. Mayes, Esq., as'
ALT.
.STATION'S
PASSU
PASS'R
MILKS
Condemnation By Irrigation Company. the attorney and agent of you, each
DAILY
DAILY
In the matter of the petition of the and all of you who shall not appear
7.013
5.25 p.
Fe Irrigation and Improvement at said first meeting at the time and
I.v Santa Ke Ar
Santa
10
p. in. 1.45
6.C
4.22
Ar Keuneily I.v
2.49
22
(S.317
Company, a corporation existing un- place aforesaid, who shall act as your
3.17
4.1U
41
Stanley
6.204
2.3U
der the laws of New Mexico, vs. The attorney and represent your interests
4.4i
Moriarly ""
6.136
2.11
Mcluuii
5.14
81
unknown owners, claimants and par- in the manner as provided by the
"
6.093
15
Kstaiii-iiI.
5.;ja
BS
6,086
12.40
statutes of the Territory of New
VVillaril
6.13
ties interested and the heirs-at-laSU
"
6.244
11.35
Vdarvuli7"S
li id
successors
and
kin
of
next
the
"
and
Mexico, and you and each of you will
6.430
8
05
Torrance
II.
S,uO
llti
and assigns of Sebastian de Vargas, take due notice of any and all pro780
Kansas Uitv "t
861
title or having ceedings had in pursuance of said pep. m. 9.30
claiming
600
women through the crisis
10.U0 p, 111.
St. Louis "
7.35
ilea
some interest in the south 100 acres, tition and orders and the appointment
602
9.00
Oliicasio
a. m, 11.45
little suffering.
with
but
3,700
more or less, of the SE
of Sec. 12, of said commissioners.
1.15
Kl I'aso
a- - in.
319
Bnok containing information of value
.563
9.45 n. in.
Los Angeles "
1130
1C N, R 9 E, Sec. 18 and the west
p. in. 7.ii0
T
Dated at Santa Fe, New Mexico, on
mothers
mailed
to
free.
all
expectant
i,349
6 00 p. m.
Mexico Uily "
1513
p. in. LO0!
half of west half of Sec. 17. lying in the 2nd day of September, A. D., 1909
BRADFIELO REGULATOR CO.
6 00 a. in.
Ar Roswell I.v
Too !
220
AO ants. Ca.
the De Vargas Grant in township 16 SANTA FE IRRIGATION AND LU- PROVEMENT COMPANY.
Rock
north, range 10 east, all in Santa Fe
witn
the
connection
at
makes
Torrance
direct
daily
Passenger
G. F. FLICK,
By
Mexico.
New
the
county,
President.
in
finest
th
the
train
Golden
eWest," making
State Limited,
Island
GOLFERS TO HAVE BUSY TIME.
Attest:
Notice.
quickest time to and from all points East and West. Tickets to all parts
D. J. SPLANE,
Exclusive agents all steamship
To the unknown owners, claimants
of the world. Pullman berths reserved.
Secretary.
2. Beginning toNew
York,
Sept.
(Seal)
interested
and
to
and
lines. Information gladly furnisheu.
the
in,
parties
Above notice approved:
Palace.
day with the annual tournament at unknown heirs-at-laand next of kin
J. P. LYNG, City Freight and Passenger Agent.
Laughlin Bldg.
d
Van Cortlandt park, involving the and the successors and
John O. Slemmons. New York;
JOHN R. M'FIE,
Seassigns of
Hall. Riverside. Calif.; William championship of Greater New York, bastian de Vargas, deceased, who
Judge of Said District Court.
H. Huck. Denver; H. C. Stewart. Al- the golfers of the country will have have or claim any interest of, in and
this month, and there will to those certain pieces and
buquerque; E. D. Sherman, Espano-la- ; busy times
purcels of A pleasing, good, high grade, truly
.GUIS
among ihe enthusiasts of land bounded and described as fol- flavored amber colored
J. A. be no let-uB. H. Christian. Chicago;
cup of coffee
women s lows:
i
can be had--a- nd
McHenry, New York; J. C McPike, 'the links until after the
without the real
Denver; C. D. Pettigrew and wife, cnalnpiDUSHips ill I uuaut'ipKiti,
pThe southeast quarter of sec; ion 12, coffee danger, or damase tn hnirh
!
16 north, range 9 east, in
Trinidad; It. S. Rogers, Albuquerque; bor to 9.
simply using Dr. Shoop's new sub-sai- d
Next to Van Cortland will come the township
Amos Hedricks, Las Vea;as.
of Santa Fe, Territory of sUtute, called "Health Coffee." Pure,
county
r.:r..ueur championship of the United New
toasted cereals, malt,
Claire.
Mexico, lying south of the Agua wholesome,
Slates Golf Association at the links Fria road and which is described by n"ts, etc., make Dr. Shoop's Health
Ack-maIS. F. Pankey, Lamy; TV. II.
of the Wheaton Golf Club at Wheaton, metes and bounds as follows: Begin-- j Coffee both healthful and
Washington, Ind.; M. J. Brennan, 111.,
satisfying,
September C to 11. Apawamis ning at the southeast corner of said j No 20 to 30 minutes tedious boiling,
Durango; H. A. Judd. London; A. G.
cham
follows with the intercollegiate
Sec. 12, thence west along the south "Made in a minute", says Dr.
Graham, South Rend. Ind.; A. B.
on Monday, Sep- - line of said Sec. 12 to the half sec- - If served as coffee, it's taste willShoop,
even
Graham, J. H. Fulmer, Mishawaka, pionship beginning
itemoer lo and continuing throughout tion line tnereot a distance ot 40 men an expert. Test it and see.
Miles From
No 2J
Miles From
No. 1.
L
Ben
Kansas
Ind.;
City
Spitz,
STATIONS.
u
Den Moines
DAILY
DAILY
Raton
' Lilt!n .,.,.,.1Wfth.. Wykagyl Club tournament chains, more or less; thence north Sold by Frank Andrews.
Hall, San Antonio, Tex Txv. TLj. uwtn,
for September 15, 16 and 17. along the half section line of said
booked
is
e
Ves-siCorona; Ray M. Thomas and son
10 00 a. m.
0
6 30 p, in,
49
next
week the annual invitation Sec. 12 to the center of the Agua
The
Lv. Des Moines. .
N; "M. Arr
SAY FILMS CAUSED FIRE.
E. Thomas. Alamosa; Joseph J.
" Rumaldo,
4
10 12 a. m.
46
6 15 p. m.
Lv.
of the Morris Country Club Fria road aforesaid a distance of 24
tournament
"
" Dedman
11
10 35 a. m.
4 55 p. m.
88
New
St.
Miss
York, Sept. 2. A new ruling
Yawitz,
Louis;
Carolyn
"
" Oapulln
10 50 a. m.
16
23 to and
4 35 p. m.
82
chains, more or less, affecting the
" Vigil
Miss Vertner Long, Indianap- will take place from September
4 25 p. ra.
20
06 a. m.
29
shipment of moving pictl
26
25, while the fixtures for the month thence along the meanderings of the ture films was
11 20 a. m
24
3 55 d. m. olis.
Thompson
put into effect today by
"
81
11 45 a. m.
3 30 p. m.
18
seems
an
in
road
what
out
Cunningham
said
with
center
rounded
will
Fria
of
Agua
ge
all the express companies,
12 20 d. m.
2 55 p. m.
7
V
Oilfton House Junction "
Normandie.
requiring
12 45 p.
2 30 p m.
destined to rank as one of the leading easterly direction to the intersection that they be packed in
Arr,
Arr,
m.j
RATON N M'
Memetro Ribera. Alcalde;
metal
Alfonse
12 25 p. m,
heavy
I 80 p. m.
Lv.
Lv.
senof
line
center
the
said
of
the
the
of
the year
Agua cases enclosed in wooden
golfing features
8 50 p. til.
42
12 05 p. m.
7
Oilfton House Junction
Lv,
DenL.
El
and
boxes,
R.
Roibal,
Paso;
Jackson,
49
18
$4 15 p. in,
Preston
Sll 40 a. ra
iors' tournament at Apawamis. Two Fria road with the east line of said Tlpar a warnino1 'nroi'nef lt
"
4 45 p m.
B. Tillman.
68
11 06 a' m
R. S.
28
"
Koehler
ver;
suu,us
Moriarty;
east
Sec.
thence
south
the
12;
along
have this year been allotted the
"
11 15 a. m.
20
4 55 p. m.
68
Koehler J not.
the Package near a
stove or
N. Hyler, days'
68
88
15 50 p. m.
UO 15 a. m. Blevans, Victor, Colo.; A.
Oolfax
veterans for their meeting, which, line of - 'iA Sec. 12 to the place of be- - other source of heat radiator,
"
77
43
41
6 15 p, in.
9
a.
Oerrososo
i ri
Ort
ni. Washington, D. C.
n
n
1Q and
q
oi
ietonia
rf
with the growin importance of the
6 35 p. m.
9 25 a. m.
Arr
Lv.
new order 18 the result
47
CIMARRON N. M.
7 03 p. m.
7 50 a. m.
Coronado.
Lv.
Arr
fixtures and the assurances already re- chains, more or less, all in Sec. 12,' flre alleged to have been
10
7
40
60
N.
a.
m.
M.
Nash
m.
Lv
p.
caused by
i.
William Rogers, W. E. Callendar. M. ceived from enthusiasts, may be found T. 16 N, R. 9 east, in Santa Fe conn- 7 25 a. m.
7. 23 p. m.
68
Harlan
films- - whica burned
94
59
7. 45 p. m.
7 00 a. m. O'Neil,
Ute Park
J. H. McHughes, Phillipe short enoush for the many events ty, New Mexico; also all that part of moving Plcture
Sec. 18 and all that part of the west .lvvu c.d,s duoul lx montns ago, causMares, J. Coleman. Cerrillos; F. W. planned.
Connect! with E. P. A 3. W. Ry. train No. 124 arriving In Oawton, N. Wilson, Antonito; Donasiano Angel,
half of the west half of Sec. 17 com- ing a damage of $30,000.
M., 6:15 p. m.
Las Angeles; A. Prisco Garcia, Palo-ma- ;
prised and lying within the SebasDon't be afraid to give ChamberHONOR HENRY GEORGE.
t Connects with E. P. & S. W. Ry. train No. 123 leaving Oawton, N. MM
tian de Vargas Grant, sometimes
George W. Withrow, Embudo; E.
:S5 a. m.
known and referred to as "The Arroyo lain's Cough Remedy to your children.
M. Lunas, Monte "Vista; F. Wilburn
It contains no opium or other harmful
111.,
f Stage for van Houten, N. M., meets trains at Preston, N. M.
Sept. 2. Henry Hondo Grant in Santa Fe County,"
and wife, Kansas City; W. A. Strahan,
Springfield,
drug. It always cure. For sale by all
10
in
16
R.
East
in
T.
all
C. 4. S. Passenger trains arrive and depart from Des Moines as follows: Stanley; Roman Bustos.
N.,
son
of
the
New
of
being
Bus-tos- ,
York,
Jr.,
George,
Eulogio
druggists.
Mexico.
New
said
NORTH BOUND
SOUTH BOUND.
Santa Fe' county,
authour of "Progress and Poverty" and
Santa Cruz.
You and each of you are hereby
No. 1, 6:08 a. m.
No. 8, 9:27 a. m.
the immortal apostle of the single tax
No. 7, 8:12 p. m.
No. 2, 7:05 p. m.
will be the principal speaker at a ban- notified that pursuant to the statutes
POSTPONE TELEGRAPH
FR1TERIU SOCIETIES
of the Territory of New Mexico, U. S.
TracK connection with A. T. 4 S. F. Ry. at Raton and Preston, with C.
INCREASE. quet to be held here to commemorate
Im8 W at Colfax, N. M., and Cimarron
Fe
and
A S. at Des Moines, E. P
Santa
the
A.,
Irrigation
the birthday anniversary of Henry
MAtSNlC.
Northwestern Ry. at Cimarron, N. M.
The famous son of a famous provement Company, a corporation
George.
New
2.
York, Sept.
Application of
Cimarron, N. M., is depot frr the following points In New Mexico: Ocato,
existing under the laws of the TerMontezuma Lodge No.
the new rule making cipher messages father has only recently returned ritory of New Mexico as an irrigaBayado, Aurora and Red Lakes.
which
in
inves
tour
he
from
a
abroad,
1, A. F. & A. M,; Reg-rate
five
of
letters to
Ute Park, N. M., is depot for following points In New Mexico: Arroyo payable at the
economic and sociological con tion company and" having the power
u1ar
tigated
to
communication
the
instead
of
word,
the
of
condemnation
present
lands
and right of
Elizabethtown,
8eco, Arroyo Hondo, Baldy, Black Lakes, Cerro,
Lobo,
first Monday of eack
system of ten letters to tht wnni ditions in many nations, and in his for its purposes and uses, has preQuesta, Ranches de Taos, Red River City, Taos and Twining.
month
WMMJ speech he will tell of the great prog- sented its
at
scheduled tn
Masonl
petition to the Honorable
ress
the
is
made
that
E. J, DEDMAN.
W. A. GORMAN,
J. van HOUTEN;
single
being
by
Hall
at 7:30 p. m.
day by the Western Union and Postal
R. McFie, District Judge, in and
John
J. A. MASSIE,
Telegraph companies has been post- tax movement in other lands.
and Gen Mgr
for the District Court of the county
Superintendent
to December 1.
Worthy Master.
poned
of
New
said
in
N- - M.
of
Fe
Santa
MN.
Territory
RATON.
RATON,
RATON, N, M,
BANKERS IN TOILS.
R. McCORD, Secretary.
ALAN
dewherein
the
foregoing
Mexico,
Marquette, Mich., Sept. 2. Charges scribed
A clever, popular Candy Cold Cure
pieces and parcels of land are
President
of
Santa Fe Chapter No. 1,
mismanagement against
Tablet called Preventics is hei.ie
situate, praying that an order of conR. A. M.
dispensed by druggists everywhere. Jahn' Cashier Larsen and Assistant demnation and appropriation for the
Regular conCashier Meadow of the First National uses and benefit of said Santa Fe IrriIn a few hmir
vocation second Monday of
Pwvontinc 0
each month' at Masenl
to break any cold completely. And bank of Ironwood will be investigated gation and Improvement Company of
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
Preventics, being so safe and tooth- by the grand jury which convened the said lands described as follows:
C. J. CRANDALL. H. P.
some, are very fine for children. No here today. The charges are the out- The southeast quarter of Sec. 12,
ARTHUR SELIGMAN. Secretary.
Quinine, no laxative, nothing harsh growth of the failure of te bank, township 16 north, range 9 east in
which
had
about
in
$600,000
nor
of
deposits.
48
IS
said county of Santa Fe, Territory
mm
bSmbS
Box of
25c. Sold
sickening.
Santa Fe Commandery No.
New Mexico, lying south of the Agua
Co.
by Stripling-Burrow- s
1. K. T. Reeula.r conclav
Tickling or dry Coughs will quickly Fria road and which is described by
Beloosen when using Dr. Shoop's Cough metes and bounds as follows:
fourth Monday In eack
Remedy. And it is so thoroughly ginning at the southeast corner of jpxjm..- montn at Masonic Hall at
that Dr. Shoop tells moth- said Sec. 12, thence west along the 7:30 p. m.
harmless,
ers to use nothing else, even to very south line of said Sec. 12 to the half
H. F. STEPHENS, E. C.
PERCY F. KNIGHT, Recorder.
young babies. The wholesome green section line thereof a distance of 40
leaves and tender stems of a lung chains, more or less; thence north
Santa Fe Lodge ol Perfection No. 1,
healing mountainous shrub give the along the half section line of said
curative
Dr. Shoop's Sec. 12 to the center of the Agua Fria 14th degree, Ancient and Accepted
to
properties
&
TO THE EAST
NORTH
REUNION
Cough Remedy. It calms the cough, road aforesaid a distance of 24 and Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets
Mexico
Santa
New
Fe,
and heals the sensitive bronchial
chains, more or less; thence on the third Monday of each month
Now in effect Via
membranes. No opium, no chloroform, along the meanderings of the center at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
nothing harsh used to .injure or sup- of said Agua Fria road in an easterly Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
HEW MEXICO CENTRAL
press. Demand Dr. Shoop's Accept direction to the intersection of the Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are corno other. Sold by Stripling Burrows center line of the said Agua Fria road dially invited to attend.
with the east line of said Sec. 12;
Co.
CHAS. A. WHEELON, 32nd,
For this occasion the Santa Fe
thence south along the east line of
& S. W.
E.
Venerable Master.
said section 12 to the place of beginwill sel) tickets from ALL points
PROFITS IN TOBACCO.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 14t.h,
0
in New Mexico. Trinidad and El j
ning a distance of 18 and
Secretary.
A. N, BROWN
For f ull particulars,
2. An extra divi- - chains, more or less, all in section 12,
New
Fe
one
and
one
Paso
Santa
to
at
York,
Sept.
A.-- K,
P.
P.
W.
G,
S,
4
Address
16 north, range 9 east in
Kl Paso Texas.
thira for the round trip, openjdend of 71-- 2 per cent in addition to township
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A LIFE FOR
A LEAK

fa, Ur. Bollivar; what are yoa coins'
to do for my wife and children?"
Bolivar's face worked for a mo
ment, and every man cn the scow
found himself leaning forward intent,
with clenched hands and rigid mus
cles strung up like bows, listening to
these sharp, quick words, in which
one brave man gave, his life and the
other accepted a trust.
'You can depend on me, John,"
broke out Bollivar.
"The bonus 13
nf it goes to
120,000.
Bevins' family and another fourth
comes to you. I will do this, win or
lose. Is that right?"
'Good enough," laconically replied
Dakus; "screw her on, boys. Good-by- !
One-forut-

By D'ESTE

h

luck!"

Good

forcefl to drop hl hatchet ana cling
tightly with both hands to the bolt
He had not contemplated such a diffi
culty.
He dared not release one hand with
which to fasten the cut rope to the
ring-bol- t
because he leaned overbal
anced above the abyss. He dared not
wait, as each minute cost him so
much strength; so he must, perforce,
release one hand to accomplish any
thing.
Tugging desperately, he managed to flatten the suit on one side
and to hug a little closer the face
of the dam; balancing there, he tight
ened his grip on the bolt, and with a
quick downward movement caught the
broken rope where it dangled from
under the arms of his suit. He
grasped the ring with both hands just
as he swayed over the cliffs, and it
seemed to him for a moment that his
arms would be torn from their sockets by the strain.
Desperately his fingers worked until he knotted the rope in the ring.
At last he was secure from the awful fear of falling, the rope pulling
straight away from his chest and holding him securey.
slowly, cautiously,
he commenced cutting the suit at the
knees with the knife from his belt.
and managed to kick off the heavy
lead shoes, one at a time, standing
now on his stockinged feet. Still more
slowly, for his strength was not what
it had been, he ripped up the suit on
the side under the arm-intand out
to the wrist, where it was held by
heavy rubber bands.
The great helmet swung and rolled at the end of
the rope, and finally rested just where
his feet should stand.
Free at last; but free to do what?

SANTA

FE, X.
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BAPTIST PIONEER-HONORETerritory of New Mrxlco, County of
WilRio Arriba:
2.
With
111..
Waterloo,
Sept
No. 1179.
liam Jennings Bryan as the speaker
Maria de los Reyes Duran de Luof the day, a monument was unveiled
here today to commemorate the mem- cero, Plaintiff.
vs.
ory of the Rev. James Lemon, Sr., the
Defendant.
Lucero,
denomination
Repito
Banitist
of
the
pioneer
In the District Court of the First Juin this state and distinguished as a
dicial
District of New Mexico for the
in
leader
and
soldier
revolutionary
nf Pin imh.
cause.
the
The' said defendant, Repito Lucero,
is hereby notified that a complaint has
MICHIGAN FAIR.
been filed against him in the District
Detroit, Sept. 2. Exhibits from all Court for the County of Rio Arriba,
over the country and from foreign Territory aforesaid, that being the:
lands, as well as magnificent displays court in which said case is pending, by
of the industries and arts of this state, said plaintiff Maria de los Reyes Du- make the state fair opened here the ran de Lucero, the general object of
most notable ever held in Michigan. said action heing the secunnj of a
divorce by the said plaintiff from the
said defendant on the grounds of
SMELTING DIVIDEND.
New York, Sept. 2. An initial divi-den- t abandonment and desertion, and for
her costs, as will more fully appear
of 1
per cent, was paid yesterby reference to the complaint filed in
&
the
International
Smelting
day by
said cause. And that unless you enter
Refining Company.
your appearance in said cause on or
before the ISth day of October, A. D.
POSTPONE ROAD'S SALE.

WAWTS
FOR RENT.

typewriter, J.

rnt,

anti-slaver- y

OR

SALE

A goo

B. Sloan.

Leave orders for Auto at Postal
Telegraph Co.'s Office. Phone 70.
,

-

WANTED A position by a young
woman. Address the New .Mexican,
and

FOR SALE School books
Stripling-Burrowschool supplies.
Company.

&

s

that the die was cast, the
FOR SALE Good
upright piano.
diver's manhood ruled peremptorily.
at Wagner Furniture Company
Inquire
WarThe huge dam on the Black
Those around knew, from his tone
store.
rior river at Pale's Bar, after two that he would stop that hole or the
.
years' work, was nearly complete. watchers below the dam would need
new
almost
FOR SALE One
Floods, unexpected delay from short- to look for two bodies instead of
Storey & Clark piano. Easy terms,
t
age of material, and trouble with la- one.
Apply New Mexican.
bor had retarded the construction so
"God, this is awful!" exclaimed
that the time specified in the contract Gould in Bollivar's ear, as the round
FOR RENT 216 Cathedral Place.
for its completion expired at noon of copper helmet disappeared below the
New York, Sept. 2. Foreclosure
?cM?
this bright April day.
you in said cause by default F,,ve r0mS;
surface of the water. "I don't see
of the Third Avenue Railroad, against
sale
P,acita"
Inquire
",ant
that
for
contract
not
The
how you bear it," he said in a low
plaintiff, Alexander
Attorney
only specified
originally fixed for today, has been Read, Esq., Tierra Amarilla, N. M.
Iimnuie'
a forfeit should be paid by the con- tone.
postponed to October 27.
tractor if the head of water in the
In witness whereof. I have hereunto
"It's a battle, man," replied BolliU'
wheel-pitpity when sick ones drug the
should not be of sufficient var, "and sometimes, as now, sudset my hand and seal of said court at
r snmuiaie
A Traveling Man's Experience.
'
volume to run all the turbines in- den death. These men enlisted for
slmaen
M..
N.
Santa Fe.
this eleventh day
"I must tell you my experience on an of Auffust. A. D. 1909
Kidneys. That is all wrong! A weak
stalled, but it also provided that a the fight I know what it is; I was a
j stomach, means weak Stomach nerves
O. R. & N R, R. train from (Seal.)
r
premium of equal amount should be
FRANCIS C. WrILSON,
when I was 25. Steady,
carried
were
awarded
the conditions
Pendleton to Le Grande, Ore." writes
always. And this is also true of the
Clerk.
everybody!" he shouted, springing to
out within the time named.
Heart and Kidneys. The weak nerves
A.
a
Sam
known
travelwell
Garber,
W.
the front, ignoring the foreman
MARSH, Deputy.
By E.
The dam itself measured 50 feet "Watch that
are instead crying out for help. This
ing man. "I was in the smoking deboys!
Keep
from its crest to the bed of tire river your hand on the signal-linsome
explains why Dr. Snoop's Restorative
with
other
partment
like you'd
traveling
The New Mexican Printing
below. It was built in the form count a man's pulse!" He leaned over
is promptly helping Stomach, Heart
men when one of them went out into
has nrenarcrl civil and criminal and Kidney ailments. The Restoraof a curve, with its convexity up the side of the scow
came
coach
the
and
back
as
and
down
said,
staring
Hfloto ocnnfi'illv fnr tha iiqo nf ina- - tive reaches out for the actual cause
stream; so that as the pressure be- though he would pierce the depths
'There is a woman sick unto death in
tices
of the peace. They are especial of these ailments the failing "inside
came greater, the weight of the water with his glance.
the car.' I at once got up and went
ly... ruled, with
The blows from the
printed headings, in nerves." Anyway test the Restoraby the principle of the arch was
had
.
out, found her very ill with cramp
was a whirl in the water and
maa n, tive 48 hours. It won't cure so soon
carried on the rocky shoulders of the theThere
the
mattress
down until the colic, her hands and arms were drawn
lit- jolted
mattress
moved
a
downward
record.
hole was closed; but the water still
mountains on either side, where the tle
strong) and dur. as that, but you will surely know that
under the blow of the diver's ax,
up so you could not straighten them,
h
bQ
back and
leather
shore ends joined the cliffs.
streamed
the
in
the and with a death like look on her face.
through
is coining. Sold by Stripling.
openings
close on the muffled sound
covers and canvas sides, hall full help
unless
the
brush,
Ordinarily the surplus water in the Following
interstices
and,
Burrows Co.
the
with
ladies
a
or
Two
were
the
three
with
snap,
parted
working
index in front and the fees of justices
reservoir created by the dam would two men
should be closed with rock and cea line fastened to
was plain to all who watched her and giving her whisky. I went to of the peace and constables printed
it
pour over the top in a semicircular the diver holding
ment,
stopped In 20 mtnnt
were dragged across the
sure with Dr. Sbimp't
sheet. About 18 feet below the crest
that the river would not reach the my suit case and got my bottle of in full on the first page. The pages
and
the
twisted
and
deck,
rope
DiarCroup Keiui'cly. Ona
turned, crest of the dam in time. A
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
are
books
a collar or abutment ran around the
10
These
inches.
are
will surely prove.
supply rhoea
out
was
full
as
its
it
paying
length
never
travel
without
(I
No vomiiine. no dis- Remedy
face of the dam, projecting a foot,
of this material was dumped slowly
made up in civil and criminal dockets,
Dnieifists.
from
snatched
ifn
their
until
it
nlfRsiiiRsynip
hands,
ni)
perhaps, from the curved wall. As
along the slanting face of the mat- it), ran to the water tank, put a separate of 32 pages each, or with
a
held
with
up
brought
twang
sharp
double
of
the
medicine
in
dose
the
one
water
of
its
in
the
fell, instead
botn CiVil and criminal bound
falling
tress, and at last the water began to
full weight into the chasm, it struck by one of the beams of the boat
gain.
Right over the section of the glass, poured some water into it and book 80 pages civil and 320 page9
addbeen
where
as
an
it
had
fastened
this collar at a slant, thus relieving
dam where Dakus stood on the ledge stirred it with a pencil; then I had criminal. To
them they are!
the blow on the foundations of the ed precaution. Everyone knew what below, one course of the masonry was quite a time to get the ladies to let offered at the following prices
had happened.
They dared not pull, unfinished for a
dam.
$2.75
space of 50 feet; but, me give it to her, but I succeeded. I Civil or Criminal
The night before one of the stones as it would certainly break and Dakus' when the stream began pouring over could at once see the effect and I Combined Civil and Criminal . . 4.00
'about ten feet below the breast of body go down on the rocks. Evenrav-as this lower part, it was estimated that worked with her, hubbing her hands,
For 45 cents additional for a single
the dam had suddenly blown out un- they looked, the line twisted,
a
there
would
be
an- - docket, or 55 cents additional for
in
in
I
and
to
minutes
her
ample
twenty
gave
elled, and parted, where it passed
der the pressure, as if an immense over
complete the conditions of the con- other dose. By this time we were al- - combination docket, they will be sent
scow.
This
meant
end.
the
the
tract. So Dakus, as he slowly made most into Le Grande, where 1 was to by mail or prepaid express. Cash In
punch had been driven in, leaving an
The work went on with feverish ar his
oblong opening about three feet by
order. State
way along the ledge, was now leave the train. I gave the bottle to full must accompany
A stream from the reservoir dor, the men's faces white, as they under the fall of this water as it
two.
to be used in case another plainly whether English or Spanish
husband
the
The heavy mattress, poured over the
now shot through this opening, clear- cursed softly.
He dose should be needed, but by the time printed heading is wanted.
edge above.
ing the collar and thundering down released by the blows from Dakus' ax could never tell how he made the the train ran into Le Grande she was
"
into the gorge. The gate of the spill- from where it had jammed, had last ten feet. He continued to move all
does
Mexican
The New
and I received the thanks
printing and
way on the side had been closed, so slipped down a few inches; but it be- along the narrow ledge, although he of right,
done in
best
to
the
in
car."
equal
binding
the
For
every
passenger
that the dam cumulated water as fast came evident now that it must be ham- knew of no goal to which he might at- sale
cities. Try our work
of
the
all
any
large
by
druggists.
or
more
mered
before
still
was
on
as it
weighted
completed.
Urged
tain; he could scarcely hope to crawl
once and you will certainly come
by the conditions of the contract, the it would slip along against the face of to either end and then climb the face
Engraved cards de visit and wed again. WTe have all the facilities for
builders had allowed the river to the dam, under the surface of the wa- of the wall to the crest of the dam.
invitations a specialty at the turning out every class ot work,
ding
so
as
to
cover
the Blindly, gropingly, he
ter, and downward
rise above the stone before the
the
crept
along,
Mexican Printing office.
r
Any eluding one of the best binderies in
reared its tall increasing volume of water
hardened, and it had given way. hole. A
pounding one sanding in need of such will dothe West.
of
one
from
and
head
end
the
scow,
The scow on the surface of the reserharder each minute on his head and
voir was guyed back to either shore the boat was quickly shifted so that it shoulders. Foot by foot, and, towards well to call at this office and examine) If you want anything op earth try
a New Mexican want "ad."
samples, style of work and prices.
A heavy mat- would bear directly over the mattress. the last, inch by inch, he
:by long steel cables.
struggled,
tress of timber and brush had been The end of a timber was placed climbing like a limpet, his face
hastily prepared and was being low- against the edge of the massive plug pressed against the rock as he
ered so as to stop the leak temporar- and the blow of the driver shortened, dragged himself slowly, strangling
ily until a permanent stone could be in order that by this means it might choking all sense and reason gone
fitted into the hole on the lower side be jolted down into place without tear- except the blind animal instinct to
of the dam, a corresponding stone ing it to pieces.
fight for life. Something hard blocked
above to be inserted later.
his way, and he found he had reached
Bill Bevins and John Dakus were
Down under the water, unsuspected the side of the
and, to his
the divers employed, and Bevins had by the eager workers above, poor intense joy, discovered that he was in
the water Dakus battled valiantly for his life. the corner where the ledge ended,
just been lowered
where he worked, guiding and direct- When his foot slipped he made the partly sheltered from the falling waing the movements of the mattress as last blow with his ax, events followed ter by the masonry of a sort of tower
lit came down towards the hole.
so quickly that he hardly realized be- where the hinges of the
No one could tell just how it hap- ing sucked through the .hole in the were embedded.
pened 'twas done so quickly. A stir dam. When he regained conscious
Bollivar, Gould and the United
under the sruface the
parted thought, he was hanging against the States Engineer had left the scow and
suddenly, the rope which held the face of the wall, one knee on the ledge now stood on the
intently
diver, became taut, tighter and tighter, which has been described, the broken
watching the rising water, so that
parted with a snap, and the poor
from
helmet
the
projecting
none of them noticed poor Dakus, as
was gorre, sucked through the hole and extending ten feet below, the rope
he stood almost directly under their
and hurled out into the air, and with- fastened to his suit passed up through
hidden by the thin veil of broken
in, the next second lay a shapeless the hole, jammed hard and fast in feet,
water. The engineer glanced at his
ARE ARRANGING FOR THE PUBLICATION OF
:crushed mass 50 feet down on the some way, while the stream of water
and
watch
remarked
quietly:
floor of the chasm. The shot over his head far out into the
"WTell, gentlemen, I think you will
working crew stood with pallid faces gorge. 1 he weight ot the heavy leadparalyzed with the sudden horror of en shoes of the diver made it difficult make it."
Bollivar did not seem to hear him,
it, while some of the men scrambled for him to move when out of the wahastily down the embankment, hop- ter, and now they bound him down for his eyes were fixed on something
below, as though it were a ghost
ing to recover the body.
like ball and chain.
Standing a little apart on the deck
"My God, men!" he almost shrieked.
He hung inert until his breath came
of the scow, watching the operations
"Look there; what is that?"
the
air
sucking
back,
eagerly
through
with intent eyes, stood a group of the broken
tin
Gould, with great presence of
pipe, realization of his awthree. The general contractor of the ful
to the engineer, as his
move
shouted
To
situation
mind,
coming
slowly.
work, C. J. Bollivar, a man of middle would
immediate death glance followed Bollivar's rigid, outeyes, should precipitate
age, short, keen, with light-grafail.
His eyes trav stretched arm:
the
rope
in. and quick, nervous
manner that
face
of
the
the
rock as far
eled
along
"It's Dakus! Get me that rope!" As
dicated In part the wonderful virility, as
of his helmet would the
the
englasses
compactly-buil- t
and
had
energy which
promptness
he fastened desperately gineer sprang to help. Bollivar shoutmade him a millionaire.
J. G. Gould permit,oneand
hand on a heavy ringbolt, ed "to the foreman:
tall and lean, with rugged features, with
been used to lift one of the
had
which
"Run here, all hands; here's Daa man of great resource and ability,
crane as it had been kus!" He
who had by his own efforts accumu- stones by the
pointed down 'into the
forlated a fortune of probably half a placed in position,of and afterwards as
being removed
million dollars was the originator of gotten, instead
For a second the foreman stood a
custom. As he slowly raised
was
the
and
been
aphad
of uncertainty, then shouted
this great project
picture
himself to his feet, one hand slipped back:
pointed engineer in charge. The down to the
sharp hatchet in his belt;
United States engineer stood near to
"The matress still leaks; if we stop
to the rope where it
his
eyes
glued
stand-in- d
see that the conditions under which
it will be too late to save the prethe government had granted the fran- disappeared upward in the stream of mium."
He , feared they might pull
chise should be carried out. Boll- water.
"D n tjie premium!" shouted Bollito recover his body,
hoping
again,
ivar was the first to recover from the
in a perfect frenzy of excitement.
var,
sure
be
to
or
would
if
when
it
break,
stupor which held every one; he not
off his feet against "Save this poor fellow; let the prehim
that,
drag
one
hand uplifted,
sprang with
the edge of the opening, which was mium go and I'll pay the forfeit!"
shouting:
The gang from the scow raced,
enough to cut the rope; in that
"Steady, boys, stedy; we can't help sharp he
fall
through the water along the
would
backward
event
into
splashing
the
poor Bevins, the boys down there will
the fjfst pull, he intended top of the dam; but before tha men
At
abyss.
see
will
after
his
I
widow,
get him;
and trust en- could reach them Gould had swung
into your suit, Dakus, get down there to cut with his hatchet
Bollivar down in a loop of the rope,'
t
to
the
quick and tell us how we can shift tirely
and
it was the millionaire's arm which
fuhis
heart
Meanwhile
its
so
mattress
to
as
cover
the
stopped
that
held
poor trembling Dakus.i pushing
his
breath came more
rious pounding,
hole."
him back into the corner, until ready
The men stood alert, instinctively slowly, and the cool, daring, muscular
hands lifted them both into life and
'
responsive to the quick, sharp, elec- fellow was his old self once more, safety.
tric words of command, and the dom- ready to fight to the last. After delib"Strong men cried like children,
inating personal magnetism of the erating for some time for life hung some
of them shaking with those dry
he
himself
balance
In
the
pressed
man.
,
from
All eyes were turned on Dakus as close to the- ledge, his left hand cling- sobs which are terrible to hear
cursed
others
while
a
softly,
man,
he deliberately began the work of ing to the bolt, and, reaching upward
with his right, he struck with hjs ashamed of their emotion.
incasing himself in the diving-suit- .
The United States engineer could,
to
was
screw on the hatchet until the rope parted. It was
When he
ready
round copper helmet with its great a frightful risk, for the cumbersome never afterwards tell just where the8
his watch had pointed at the
glass goggle eyes, not unlike some suit pushed hfm out from the face hands of
he did not regret
huge fish, the diver put up one hand, of the wall until he was overbal- time, and, really,
turned to Mr. Bollivar, his face white anced; the sudden parting of the rope that he could not see. But the leak
under Its tan, and said, slowly:
placed great additional strain on the was stopped and the premium was
...
. ,
"It's almost certain death I'm going hand which held the ring, and he was paid.
tCuyyi'igul,
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GROUP

int-oduc-

e

race-way- s

-

j

pile-drive-

jl

oo

race-wa-

in-- o

race-wa-

The Representatives of the

y

life-lin- e

Merchants Credit

race-wa-

fel-:i-

rock-strew-

air-pip-

e

Go.

n

Credit

For This District As A Basis of Credit

y

gray-haire-

--

this system each individual is placed
on record showing how many places they
secure credit and with what degree of
promptness they pay their bills. The
book will show, not the financial
but the credit standing of everbody,
man or woman, who trades on time, and
as it is not af inancial rating the poor man
who pays his bills promptly will receive
a higher rating than the man of means
who does not.
By

.

.

ring-bol-

Now is the Time to Pay the Old Account

-

and

--

Secure a 6ood Credit Rating

:iM"
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at the Rio Grande Industrial School ABERNETHY
will be dedicated on Sunday.

!

li

I

PHONE
NO. 92.

PHONE

I

NO. 92.

J

MINOR CITY TOPICS

H

Denver,

Weather'

I

Sweet Potatoes

Colo.,

forecast

Sept.
for

Cantoloupes

j

1 1 temperature.

At the

play-oper-

J

"

P.

MARKET

1

4

No

GASH

Grocery

j

East-boun-

PEK SACK

;

Phone

4.

No.

Phone

Ho.

4

COAL AND WOOD
AND RETAIL

$4.50 per" ton

Screened Raton Lump
'
Monero

Cerrillos

5.25

'

Smithing

Coal all sizes
Coal

6.00"

Sawed Wood and Kindling
All Kinds of Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD

m

Near

A--

,

T. & S. F. Depot.

Phone 85.. Office Garfield Avenue.

TAXIDERMIST TANNER

&

GAME HEADS MOUNTED

Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty
Send for prices for tanning and lining
furs and hides for rugs and robes
Highest prices paid for raw furs uf all kinds

FRANK F GORMLEY
SANTA

rt,

!

greatly.

MARKETREPORT
MONEYS AND METALS.
New York, Sept. 2. Prime paper
4
Mexican dollars 44; call
Amal. 841-2- ;
money 2l-2- ;
Atch.
118
S. P. 129; N. Y. C. 139; Penn.
3 40
8
: U. P. 201 8
Steel 78
pfd. 125
New York, "Sept. 2. Lead, easy,
$4.304.37
copper. easy, standard
spot, $12.4012.70; Oct. $12.4575.
WOOL MARKET.
St. Louis, Sept. 2. Wool unchanged; territory and western mediums
2328; fine mediums 2224; fine 13
7--

7--

BASEBALL
HOW THEY STAND.

National

;

N.

nflEffii'di..

IYI.

n

properties

aggregating

$120,000,

but

League.
Won. Lost. P. C.

Pittsburg

86

Chicago
New York
Cincinnati

80
70
61

Philadelphia
St. Louis
Brooklyn
Boston

56

63

.729
.678
.603
.521
.471

45

73

.r,si

41
32

32
38

46
56

77
86

19.

GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
2. Close-W- heat
Chicago, 111.,
Sept.
Dec. 94
Sept. 98
Corn Sept. 66
Dec. 5757
Oats Sept. 38; Dec. 37
Pork Sept. $22.85; Jan. $17.16
Lard Sept. $12.22
Jan. $10.52
3--

Detroit

78
74
73

Philadelphia

Boston ...
Cleveland
Chicago ...
New York
St. Louts
Washington

."

43
48
51
61
60
66
68

1--

1--

3--

1--

1--

.3417
1--

.271

Ribs

Sept. $11.75; Jan. $9.35.
LIVE STOCK.
Kansas City. Mo.. Sept.' 2. Cattle-Rece- ipts,
.645
4,000; market steady to 10
.607
.589 cents higher. Native steers $4.50

American League,
Won. Lost. P.C.

j

FURRIER

Every Description of work in our line done to order

1 Vh6o:n6,Scria9d
g

vention.
At twelve o'clock noon tomorrow
the New Mexico state constitutional
convention meets at the capitol.
Teofllo Martinez died suddenly at
five o'clock last night. Water on the
brain was the cause of his death. On
last Friday he bimed his younger
child, the loss of which depressed him

1--

compea-superintende-

Anthracite

from Page One.)

g

F. Andrews,

WHOLK8ALE

tour.
Pedro Perea of Bernalillo, is in town
as a delegate to the constitutional con-

meagre story of the explorer thus far
obtainable.
It's a Fake Says Melville.
Philadelphia, Pa., Sept. 2. "After
reading the dispatches today I am
more convinced than ever that the reported discovery of the north pole is
a fake," was the emphatic declaration
of Rear Admiral George Melville. U.
S. N. retired, qualified to comment on
north pole questions because of his intimacy with the northern regions as
v.ell as his familiarity with the progress of expeditions thither within the
last forty years. "T do not mean to
say that Dr. Cook is a fakir. I do not
know him personally. But from my
experience I would say that there is
nothing to confirm the original dispatches." He based his opinion largely on Cook's meagre outfit for the trip.

,

Imperial Flour
j

(Continued

'

Bakery

g

Judge S. S. Terrell of Lincoln, is in
town.
E. A. Dow, the well known merchant of Tajique, is here as a delegate
to the constitutional convention.
Thomas P. Gable and wife are here
from Cerrillos, on a shopping
today
IS NOT DOUBTED.

COOK'S CLAIM

j

No. 4

school.

cap-ito- l.

'

3 ittiattMas

Taken From The Daily New Mexican
of September 2nd, 1889.
Col. G. W. Prichaid of Las Vegas,
the author of the constitutional convention act and one of the delegates
from San Miguel wunty, is in the
city.
George W. Bond, Espanola's .pioneer
merchant, is in on a business visit.
F. C. Deutscher, a young merchant
of Espanola, is in town buying goods.
F. Chavez and wife of Mora, rams
in yesterday to place their two boys in

a

A complete line of school books and
school supplies at Weltmer's.
The Guild The Guild of the
Church of the Holy Faith will meet
with Mrs. S. G. Cartwright, Friday
afternoon at two thirty.
Why Whittier is Happy The stork
I
yesterday afternoon brought a boy to
the home of Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Whit- normal
degrees. Relative
plus
tier, 140 Cerrillos street.
idity at 6 a. m. 60 per cent. Relative
Died Suddenly
While preparing to lmIui(Uty at C p. m. 31 per cent. Rehi- take a trip to El Paso, Mrs. W. J, tive humidity average for the day, 43
.sampson oiea suddenly at Las Uni- per cent.
j
ces from heart failure.
The very first question a stranger'
For school books and school supplies asUs on
entering a city, is: "Can you
& Company.
go Co Striplinn-Burrow- s
tell me a good place in which I can
Thrown By Her Horse Miss May
E?
stop?" To the readers of this paper,
Crawford, postmaster at Mesilla Park,
Denver, we can conscientiosly j
Dona Ana county, was painfully in- visiting
suggest the Albany because it is
jured by being thrown from her horse.
in the center of the business dis-- ,
The enrollment on right
Eig Enrollment
are in close proxthe first day of the fall term of the trict, all car lines
and
the
to
it,
greatest reason of
imity
College of Agriculture and Mechanic
all is that you aet more for your
Arts at Mesilla Park was 158.
j
at any
Woman's Aid Society The Wom- money at THE ALBANY than
an's Aid Society of the Presbyterian other hotel.
More Washouts The west end of
church, will meet with Mrs. E. F.
to
the
Santa Fe system continues
at
3d,
Wittmau, Friday, September
d
troubles.
.washout
have
its
2:30 o'clock.
bound
No.
east
Limited
and
4,
Soldiers Pass Lamy Two cars fill8 from San Francisco were aned with soldiers from Fort Douglas, No.
nulled
last evening while No. 2 of
Utah, to Fort Whipple, near Prescott,
is
many hours late. As No. 10
today
Arizona, passed Lamy yesterday over
El
from
Paso has no mail clerk, all
the Santa Fe
u '
man
D.
R.
R.
Auditor
R.
Appointed
m .
r 'i
Rawlins has been appointed traveling
arflue
not
did
last evening,
auditor for the El Paso & Southwest- Citizen
Morrf-inthe
rive
until
although
tonight,
ern system in place of C. F. Hanson,
Journal of today being carried exwoh has resigned.
on No. 10, arrived here this noon,
tra
Noon Arrivals at the Hotels Claire
No. 10 being an hour and a half late.
E. W. Dobson, F. J. Otero, AlbuA. H. Broadhead Resigns as Assistquerque; W. A. Browne, Cerrillos; R. ant Cashier A. H. Broadhead .has reK. Cooper, W. E. Cooper, Las Animas ;
signed as assistant cashier at the
E. R. Bartlett. Topeka.
his resignation
Death of Young Woman Mrs. H. S. First National bank,
taken effect yesterday. At a
having
Mon28
on
died
Gilbert, aged
years,
meeting of the directors on Tuesday
day at Skiver City. She was a native of next week, a successor will be seof Sherman, Tex., and four years ago
which will probably be J. B.
with her husbaud came to Silver City. lected,
in the bank. For the
Miss Bean Will Play The name of Read, bookkeeper
will remain in
Broahead
Mr.
present
Miss Virginia
Bean, the talented
later
but
Santa
Fe
go to Seattle
may
was
violin
inadvert
young
virtuoso,
"
antly omitted from the urogram of
. :7"
.
those who will take nart in tomor emoarK in uusmess ior nuuseii. mi.
Board
the
is
of
Broadhead
president
row evening's program at the Elks'
f Trade and is very active in churca
theater.
' and civic work- - His
bavins Santa Fe,
Silver City Armory
Comoleted
The national guard armory at Silver therefore, will be a distinct loss to the
City has been completed and was turn- - community.
Says
ed over to Company D this week. The1 Returned the Compliment
entire cost of the building has been the Silver City Independent: "Last
week, while in Globe. Ariz.. Sheriff
$14,500.
Will Get an Automobile Superln-- McGrath received every courtesy from
tendent Clinton J. Crandall has been the officers there. When leaving be
allowed an automobile for his use as tolJ them he hooed he could
'
of the northern Pueblo. sate them at some future time. When
The automobile is on its way to Santa tne train arrived at Cutter, about
miles from Globe, a solitary
Fe from the factory.
j seven
Shipment of Rich Silver Ore The man S on- - and McGrath noted his
Bohemian
Cnmnanv
Mininsr
this susijicious actions. He remembered
week received the return from a ship- - heing informed while in Globe of a
ment of 27 tons of silver ore from robbery which, had occurred there and
Chloride Flats, near Silver City, show- - he instinctively linked the two to-ing returns of 1,175 ounces of silver or gether. He wired back to Globe for a
at net return of $600.
(description of the supposed fugitive,
KiMed
His Horse Clarence and received it when he arrived at
By
Hayes, aged 25 years, unmarried, Bowie, which was the suspected man's
McGrath detained, the
while chasing a calf on his home- - destination.
stead ten miles northeast of Roy, men while the conductor received the
Mora county, was thrown from his telegram, the description therein tally-hors- e
and fatally injured, death re- - ing precisely with the suspected individual. He was then arrested and
sulting several hours later.
H.
Gold
Mines
Fulmer
sent back to Globe, where the officers
J.
Bought
of Mishawaka, Ind., has purchased the ' were undoubtedly surprised at the
group of gold mines at Parson expected promtness with which the
City, Lincoln county, paying $35,000. Grant county sheriff had returned the
Fulmer held three mortgages on the compliment for his teratment there."

2. 1909.

WHEN THE CLOCK
' HANDS TURN BACK

ARRIVE IN TOWN.

Con-

j

HMD'S

BOYS

cert and moving pictures at the Elks Youngsters Make Overland Trio From
Guthrie, Okla., to Santa Fe,
opera house for the benefit of the
via Roswell.
Fund,
Cathedral Cemetery
Friday
and
3.
Louis
Miss
Frances
Temple Abrnathy, aged
evening, September
Hinojos Mrs. Moulton, Mrs. Hayes five and seven years respectively, sons
and Mrs. Flick will sing. A specialty of U. S. Marshal Abernathy of Oklaby Mrs. Baca. Miss G. Morrison will homa, arrived this afternoon at half
recite. Fancy dancing by Inez and" past three from Roswell, having come
Page Otero. A special feature of the via Torrance on their ponies. They.i
entertainment will be the violin
have made the trip from Guthrie toi
jng 0f Miss Virginia Bean who has
"cn a splendid reputation as a vio- and covered almost a thousand miles
liuist. Tickets 50 cents. On sale at on their ponies. They called on Gov-the drug stores.
ernon Curry this afternoon and were
DAILY WEATHER REPORT.
greeted 'with enthusiasm at the
Santa Fe, Sept. 1, 1909.
They had expected to meet their
Maximum temperature 79 degrees father here, but he, according to a letat 3:40 p. m. Minimum temperature ter to Governor
Curry, had been de56 degrees at 5:10 a. m. Mean temtained in Kansas and may come iere
perature 08 degrees. Departure from later.
4
hum

2.

New

Mexico: Generally fair tonight
and Friday with stationary

The Last Days of Pompeii
house tonight.

Tomatoes

It Will Be Too Good to Miss

SEPTEMBER

THURSDAY,

3IEXICAX, SAXTA EE, X. M.

XEW"

7.75;
southern steers $3.004.80;
.southern cows $2.30 (g) 3.90native
cows and heifers $2.005;50; stack51
.429; ers and feeders $2.755.50; bulls
33
89
.264 $2.604.75; calves $3.507.75; western steers $3.606.75; western cows
Western League.
Won. Lost. P.C. $2.504.25.
Des Moines
71
48
.597
Hogs
market
Receipts 7,000;
Sioux City
71
48
.597 strong to 5 cents higher. Bulk of sales
Omaha
64
56
.5iJ $7.808.05; heavy $7.908.05; pack61
56
.521 ers and butchers $7.858.12
Topeka
light
Denver
58
60
.492 $7.608.10; pigs $5.757.2o.
58
Wichita
62
.483
Sheep
Recepits, 6,000; market
Pueblo
51
69
.425 $6.007.50; nnge wethers
$.00(7i
Lincoln ... ... ... ... 43
78
365 steady.
Muttons $4.255.25;
lambs
WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY.
5.25; range ewes $3.505.00.
National League.
Chicago, Sept. 2. Cattle Receipts
Pittsburg at Boston.
5,000.
Market steady. Beeves $4.25
Cincinnati at Philadelphia.
8.05;
Texas steersv
$4.255.40;
Chicago at Brooklyn.
western steers $4.40?6.50;
stockers
St. Louis at New York.
and feeders $3.250' 5.20; cows and
American League.
heifers $2.256.40;
calves $6.50

...

62
61
54

.504
.504
.450

j

-

;

1--

i

.

St. Louis at Chicago.
New York at Cleveland.
Boston at Detroit.
Western League.
Denver at Des Moines.
Wichita at Lincoln.
Topeka at Sioux City.
YESTERDAY'S GAMES.
National League.
Philadelphia 6; Cincinnati 7. Second game Philadelphia 4; Cincinnati 9.
New York 9; St. Louis 6.
Chicago 12; Brooklyn 0.
American League.
St. Louis 7; Washington 6.
Chicago 6; Philadelphia 2.
Detroit 5; Boston 4.
Western League.
Pueblo 8; Lincoln 7.
Topeka 6; Omaha 5.
Pacific Coast League.
Oakland 3; Los Angeles 1.
Portland 10; Vernon 3.
Sacramento 6; San Francisco 2.
American Association.
Toledo 0; Louisville 1.
St. Paul 7; Milwaukee 3.
Columbus 10; Indianapolis 4.

9.25.

Sheep
Receipts 16,000. Market
weak. Westerns $3.004.75;
yearlings $4.505.50; western lambs $4.40

'

(8)7.75.

HOTEL ACACIA
6th

708

W.

it.

8, W. Cor. 6th.

& Hope

Sts.

Xj03 JS.aa.gles
was compelled to forclose the mort-- , CURRY WILL INTRODUCE BRYAN
wBtjaioraia.
gages.
TWO
BLOCKS PROM
from
fOwntinuca
One.)
House
of
"The
Last Days
Page
Opera
POSTOKFICK
Pompeid," "Sir Buliver Lytton's Great
For convenience and
Novel" and the "Baby Show" tonight, j At the Dulce agency of the Jlcarilla
confort dont fail to stop
at our Hotel while in
Saloon is Burglarized The Cowboy j Apaches he found the Apaches disLos Angeles.
Lame
Saloon at Tularosa, Otero county, was posed to" observe tlie game laws aloutside elegantly furan
to
them
be
declared
nished l'OOD18. Hot
rite
burglarized this week and $10 in though they
.AND
cold running water;
money stolen besides several bottles infringement of their
elevator service. Ra
on
has
Game
reservation
the
tes $5.00 per week,
of whisky. Part of the money and rights.
1'
with private bath
whisky were recovered from three na-- i become scarce but fish are still plenWashington Street car
Rio
in
northern
rains
tiful.
direct to door,
tive boys aged 15 to 16 years.
Heavy
Arriba county have caused washouts
Mission Teachers Elect Officers
Before adjourning, the Presbyterian and have made fishing poor.
Postoffice Matters.'
Mission Teachers' Institute held in
The postoffice at Gallina. Rio Arriba
this city elected J. C. Ross of Albus
C querque, president; Professor Tyler, county lias been moved
ALL KINDS OF PICTURE FRAMING
of a mile southeast.
of Santa Fe, vice president; Miss
106 Palace Avenue. Elks' Hall
Individual or Class Lessons
Postmasters Commissioned.
Telephone 142. Night 151 House Olinda Meeker of Santa Fe, secreThe following have been commistary; Miss Sarah Sutherland of SanIN GRAMMAR
ta Fe, treasurer.
sioned as postmasters: William J.
LOST
Pair
eye glasses yesterday
Dead Man Identified The remains Woods at Amistad; Mary Walters at
RAYMOND HAACKE
of a cowboy recently found near
Lincoln; Cecilia L. de Ortiz at San afternoon between Racket and
Care New Mexican ,
Finder return to this office and
Lincoln county, have been Miguel.
NOTARY PUBLIC
AND
get reward.
identified as those of Charles Payne,
BIDS WANTED.
a pressman, who had worked in El
CHIMAYO
A
Paso. The coroner's jury rendered a
The undersigned will receive on
SBE5ES
mm
verdict that Payne came to his death Tuesday evening 8 o'clock, September
BLANKETS
from hemorrhage. He was 40 years 7, 1909, sealed bids for the macadamof age and was from Fort Worth, izing or paving that portion of San
j Francisco
Texas.
street, from the crossing
A
Chino Company Has Einht Drills at at the southwest corner of the Plaza
The Chino Company incorpor- to the Don Caspar avenue crossing.
The only institution in New Mexico whose diploma is recognizj Work
,
ed by the California State Board of Education.
ated yesterday has eight drills at work Further information and specifications
'
at Santa Rita, Grant county, testing may be had from the undersigned. By
"It has more university graduates on its faculty than any similar
SOUVENIER POSTAL CARDS
ore bodies. Eighteen drill holes were order of the city council.
Institution in New England." Dr. E. A. Winship, Editor Journal of
JOSE D. SENA, Mayorv
completed the past eishteen days with '
Education, Boston.
a total depth of 2836 feet. Something
Academic Course, Elementary Normal
Full Normal
Course,
like 6,000.000 tons of ore have been) The New Mexican Printing ComAdvanced Normal Course, Kindergarten Training Course,
Course,
'
located and a sampler of 100 tons a pany has on hand a large supply of
All Ladies who visit the store will receive a fre6 souvenire
Music, Art. Manual Training, Domestic
Science, Stenography and
.
pads and tablets suitable for school
day capacity will start up soon.
We will shortly have in a full line of
Typewriting.
Conference at A- work, the desk, ana also for lawyers
Congregational
set
Mexican Straw Hats at 50cts. each
Railroad fare in excess of 75 miles paid by the institution.
of repre- and merchants; good everywhere. We
lbuquerque A conference
Our graduates secure teacher's certificates without examination.
sentatives of the
Congregational will sell them at 5 cents in book form.
K
church in New Mexico was held yes- Next term begins September. 14th. 190C.
M
It la an admitted Tact that reav
terday at Albuquerque. Rev. W. J.
Proprietor.
For further Information address
Rev. late, financial men and merchants all
K
Marsh officiated as moderator.
to
M.
at
church
S.
the
called
are
and
best
results
K
Sample
that
Bay
quickest
3
301-30San Francisco Street, Santa Fe, N, At.
DR. B. S. GOWEN, President, East Las Vegas, N, M.
Gallup, was received by the confer- - obtained by advertising In the New
U
new
ence. Heald Hall," the
building Mexican.
EES

DUDROW & M0NTENE
FUNERAL DIRECTORS

j

time-honore- d

EMBALMERS

Black and White Hearse.

three-quarter-

post-offic-

CHE

71S:'9it

SPANISH LESSONS

e.

NAVAJO

OF

Mexico

Curios of Every Description
Possible at Reasonable Prices

!

FOR FIVE CENTS

J.

iHvtei

THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO
S. CANDELAHIO

'

Nona

OBiTersity

